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Abstract

Statistical Regularities in Melodic Phrases: Effects on Aesthetic Ratings

by

Daniel Meredith

Adviser: Aaron Kozbelt

Universals appear in a number different forms, from naturally occurring mathematical universals
like the Fibonacci series, phi, and fractal scaling, to aesthetic universals like the golden ratio in
architecture and other facets of human behavior like dance and religious belief. Music is another
example of a powerful human universal. Further, within music there are a number of statistical
regularities that have been empirically observed nearly universally. One such example would be
the division of the octave into 12 equidistant tones. There are also a number of universal
regularities that pertain specifically to melodic phrasing. This paper will examine four such
statistical regularities of melodic phrases: namely, that there is an increased prevalence of
smaller intervals over larger intervals (defined as Rule 1 throughout this dissertation), that larger
intervals tend to ascend and smaller intervals tend to descend (defined as Rule 2 throughout this
dissertation), that the overall contour of melodic phrases tend to ascend and then descend
(defined as Rule 3 throughout this dissertation), and that melodic phrases tend to end on the tonic
note (defined as Rule 4 throughout this dissertation). Here I look at the aggregate influence of
these four regularities in melodic phrases, as they have hereto only been studied individually. In
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an initial series of experiments, labeled throughout this dissertation as Experiments1A, 1B, 1C,
and 1D, attempt to determine the degree that these regularities collectively and individually
influence people’s melodic preferences, their perception of well formed-ness, and their ratings of
the interestingness of a series of artificially generated melodies that follow or violate the four
melodic regularities to different degrees and in different combinations. In a further set of
experiments, labeled throughout this paper as Experiments 2A and 2B, I will test which, if any,
of these regularities can be explicitly identified by experimental subjects. Lastly, in Experiment
3, I tested how malleable melodic preferences are, and whether people’s preferences can be
influenced or changed by exposure to certain types of melodic phrases – specifically, whether
melodies that are in general rated low on aesthetic appeal can come to be regarded as more
appealing through repeated exposure.
In order to test these questions, I have generated a large bank of 16-note melodic phrases
(64 in total) representing each of the four aforementioned regularities and their combinations. In
these artificially generated melodies, all notes were rhythmically consistent, with all notes being
quarter notes. All melodies were also in the key of C Major and played at 120 beats per minute.
The various melodies can be quantitatively operationalized along the lines of the extent to which
they follow or violate each of the four regularities. Across the whole set of melodies, all possible
combinations of rule following or rule violation are explored. This provides a substantially
varied set of melodic stimuli for individuals to respond to, with control over many remaining
aspects of the melodies (e.g., key, rhythm, tempo, dynamics, harmony, timbre), for the purposes
of assessing the influence and importance of each of these regularities on aesthetic response.
First, in Experiment 1A, I wanted to determine the possible predictive power of each of
these rules both individually and in combinations. In order to do that, I piggybacked on a method
used by Reber (1969) in his research into implicit learning. Reber’s technique involved exposing
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people to a pool of stimuli demonstrating a certain statistical regularity or regularities (i.e.,
pseudo-words generated with a Markov chain) during a learning phase, then exposing them to
stimuli that either adhere to or violate the regularity or regularities to which they were exposed,
and to elicit their ratings along a few possible dimensions. In this present case, since people
generally accumulate a large amount of musical experience simply by exposure and listening
over the course of their lives (unlike the Reber studies that involve a learning phase to expose
people to the rules governing the artificial system), an experiment that tests musical regularities
would not need such a learning phase, as that has already occurred over the course of the lives of
the participants.
Therefore, in Experiment 1A, participants were simply exposed to a few examples of
each of the melodic rule combinations; after each melody, they were asked to rate the phrase’s
well-formedness, preference, and interestingness. In other words, after hearing each melody
people specified how well-formed the phrase seemed, how interesting the phrase was, and their
preference for the melody, along a seven-point Likert scale. The results of this study were first
used to examine the possible correlations between these various three dependent measures of
well-formedness, preference, and interestingness dependent upon the combination of the phrase
regarding the four regularities being used here. As all of the variables showed high positive intercorrelations, they were combined via a principal components analysis, and the resulting factor
scores were used as the dependent variable in a set of hierarchical linear modeling analyses (or
HLM). Akin to multiple regression, HLM also takes into account the nested structure of the data
(that is, with observations nested within individual raters). These HLM analyses allow an
exploration of the extent to which each regularity predicts aesthetic response, and how these
relationships vary across participants who themselves differ in their overall ratings. The
technique of HLM is described in more detail later in the dissertation.
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The key finding from Experiment 1A is strong influence of a tonic versus non-tonic
ending on aesthetic response: melodies that end on the tonic note are rater significant higher than
those not ending on the tonic note. This effect is so strong that it appears to overwhelm the
effects of the three other melodic regularities. To more sensitively probe for the effects of the
other variables, the next few Experiments, 1B and 1C, attempted to control for the overwhelming
influence a tonic ending seems to have on people’s perceptions of melodic phrases. Experiment
1B is simply a reanalysis of the data from Experiment 1A, but with trials ending on the tonic
analyzed separately from those not ending on the tonic. While this is a step in the right direction
when it comes to trying to understand the effects of the remaining regularities, it is possible that
the context of providing ratings on trials where tonic and non-tonic endings were intermixed may
have influenced the ratings.
Experiment 1C was an attempt to resolve this issue by exposing participants to two
separate blocks of melodic phrases. One block consisted of melodic phrases that ended on the
tonic, and the other block was melodic phrases that did not end on the tonic. It was thought that
these two Studies would show essentially the same results upon analysis; however, the results of
Experiments 1B and 1C had some similarities but were not exactly the same. The differences are
that with melodic phrases that do end on the tonic, Rule 1 showed an influence in both
Experiments 1B and 1C, showing a quadratic effect in Experiment 1B and a linear effect in
Experiment 1C. Further, when only hearing melodic phrases that do not end on the tonic, in
Experiment 1B, Rule 3 showed an influence on people’s aesthetic ratings, and in Experiment 1C,
Rule 2 showed an influence. Again, there is no clear reason why these differences appeared in
the two sets of results. However, it seems logical to assume that of the two different sets of
results, Experiment 1C would show a clearer picture because experimental participants were
exposed to two discrete blocks of phrases, phrases that either did or did not end on the tonic,
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whereas in Experiment 1B, they heard them all mixed up, exactly as in Experiment 1A. This
difference, either being exposed to both melodic phrases that do and do not end on the tonic
mixed together in the same block, or in the two types of melodic phrases in two separate blocks,
seems the most logical reason for the differences between the results of Experiments 1B and 1C.
So in this case, the types of melodic phrases one is hearing at the moment seems to influence the
way people aesthetically perceive melodic information.
Experiment 1D was something of a post-script to these studies and represented a further
exploration of several different types of non-tonic endings. The main finding here was that
listeners do not appear to discriminate between these endings. Rather, the effect of the tonic
versus non-tonic ending appears to be very much an all-or-none effect.
In sum, at the very least, Experiments 1A through 1D indicate that, apart from the large
positive impact of a tonic (compared to a non-tonic) ending, the remaining three melodic
regularities show very subtle effects, which will require additional sophisticated experimental
research to better understand.
Next, in Experiment 2, in order to try to further inform the nature of how these melodic
regularities are mentally represented, I attempted to determine which of the regularities could be
explicitly identified by participants. To do this, participants were exposed to a number of
melodies that adhered to all four of the proposed regularities, and after hearing the bank of
melodic phrases, they were asked to identify any characteristics that were shared by all the
phrases they have just heard. The results showed that 67% of participants were able to identify
that each phrase seemed to ascend then descend (Rule 3), and 58% of participants were able to
articulate that each phrase ended on the tonic note (Rule 4). The idea here is that if the regularity
or combination of regularities influences people’s ratings of well formedness, preference or
interestingness, and they are unable to explicate the regularities, then these regularities must be
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operating on an unconscious or implicit level. In this case, melodic contour did not seem to have
a predictable influence in the first set of experiments done here, but the tonic did. Therefore, the
tonic ending again appears to influence people's aesthetic ratings and they can generally
explicitly specify the occurrence of this regularity in melodic phrases.
In the next study, Experiment 2B, participants were trained on the four regularities, and
then asked to decide if a phrase adhered to a particular rule or not. Here, participants were able to
accurately decide if a phrase ended on the tonic (Rule 4) 70% of the time. The other three rules
showed markedly lower, approximately chance-level, accuracy.
In a final study, Experiment 3, I tried to replicate a finding that previously showed that
exposure to initially unpreferred aesthetic stimuli causes people to like them even less (Meskin,
Phelan, Moore, & Kieran, 2013). The rationale for this is that in some real-world cases, at least
some people come to enjoy even ‘difficult’ aesthetic productions – for instance, the atonal music
of Schoenberg, the works of Stravinsky, or free jazz. Is part of this dynamic simply acquiring
enough exposure to overcome an initial negative bias? To explore this issue, here I exposed
participants to only phrases that did not end on the tonic, since they were shown in Experiment
1A to have the lowest aesthetic ratings. The results showed that although the mean difference in
the ratings did not seem to significantly change, the direction of their actual ratings did, as
evident by the sign test. In other words, people did rate the melodies lower after being exposed to
similar non-tonic ending phrases, but the degree to which they rated them less was not
statistically significant. This is broadly in line with Meskin et al.’s (2013) findings for visual art.
These studies collectively show that regarding the nature of people’s mental
representations of melodic phrases and the statistical regularities of interest here, people are able
to articulate that a phrase ends on the tonic with and without explicit instruction, and also phrases
that end on the tonic elicit higher aesthetic ratings. In other words, of the three melodic
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regularities that are the core topic of this dissertation, a tonic ending appears to be the most
different from the others – it has the most potent effect on aesthetic liking, and it is recognized
and identified more readily and explicitly than the other three regularities.
These experiments help shed some light on the nature of the mental representations
listeners use while engaged in music listening and also help to understand the nature of melodic
statistical regularities and how they influence people’s perception of melodic material. As
mentioned, these universal regularities have not been previously studied as an aggregate, so
understanding whether or not they are interdependent and whether they can be ordered or ranked
according to their influential power over people’s preferences and reports of well formedness
and interestingness would benefit researchers trying to understand how people develop their
preferences and how much power individual composers have over the artistic rules governing
their own compositions. In the future, one could imagine analyzing rhythmic components to
music the same way melodic components were analyzed here, and even observe the possible
differences in mood states and emotions that different combinations of these regularities, and
other types of musical regularities, might elicit.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Musical Universals
Music is vitally important to human culture. It is prominently used in many aspects of
human interactions and development, from simple things like learning the alphabet and birthday
parties, to important governmental and religious ceremonies. Research has shown that it might
influence the dynamics of even very small social situations, like dancing and ensemble playing
(Ausillo, Novembre, Fadiga, & Keller, 2015). Research has also suggested that the types of
music one might prefer correlates with personality type (e.g., North & Hargreaves, 2008; North,
Desborough, & Skarstein, 2005). It also has important therapeutic applications, where even
terminally ill patients can show increased positive mood states through the use of music therapy
(e.g., Burns, 2001; Nayak, Wheeler, Shiflett, &Agostinelli, 2000). There seems to be clear
implications for better understanding the ways that music and its components interact with
human psychology. Further, the nature of music perception, and musical preferences, and why
music sounds the way it does to us and the reason it is structured in the ways it is structured are
important scientific questions (see Purves, 2017), which still remain largely unanswered.
Empirical research oriented toward finding answers to such questions might help uncover the
nature of how people mentally represent musical information, and why some elements of
disparate musical traditions seem to exist universally despite the chronological and cultural gaps
that divide them. The universal nature of music and some of its components provoke interesting
questions, both from an individual perspective and from an evolutionary perspective of human
behavior and cognition as a species.
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The numerous human cultures that exist and have existed historically and geographically
exhibit a wide spectrum of diversity. However, beyond the apparent uniqueness of the world’s
numerous cultures, there are many similarities that are shared universally (or nearly universally)
by virtually all known cultures. Brown (1991) famously listed 67 such human universals. These
67 hypothesized human universals can be grouped into four general categories: psychological
behaviors (e.g., emotions, dichotomous thinking, fear of snakes, empathy, and psychological
defense mechanisms), cultural behaviors (e.g., myths, bodily adornment, incest taboos, food
taboos, the use of a calendar, divination, magic, cosmology, the use of fire, and tool-making)
social behaviors (e.g.,, courtship, social groups, reciprocity, music, dancing, games, visiting, and
kinship nomenclature), and language. Within the general universal of language there are also
features of language itself that are universal; these can be regarded as a type of sub-universal. A
few of the sub-universals of language are that all languages have a grammar, use phonemes, the
words in languages have antonyms, and there is an inverse relationship between word length and
word frequency (e.g., shorter words are more commonly used than longer words).
As noted above, music is also a human universal (Brown, 1991). Every known human
culture has some form of music. And, similar to the notion that languages contain universal
characteristics like grammar and phonemes, there are also components of music that occur more
or less universally. That is, like language, music also has subcomponents that are universal.
Many of these universals are rooted in basic kinds of information processing performed by the
auditory system more generally. Examples of some of the universal characteristics of music are
rhythm, dynamics like tempo and volume, timbre and different types of instruments and sounds,
a reference pitch (i.e., tonality), and the division of the tonal spectrum into octaves and then into
smaller scale steps of typically between five to seven tones (i.e., scale structure) (Dowling &
Harwood, 1986; Purves, 2017; Sloboda, 1985).
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To expand upon some of these technical terms: tonality refers to the musical key of a
piece of music. For instance, if a piece of music is in C Major, then the tonal center and thus the
tonic is the note C. Similarly, if a piece of music is in F Major, then the tonal center and thus the
tonic is the note F. The division of the octave into 12 chromatic tones is also common and is a
system of tonality existent across cultures. An octave refers to the higher and lower notes in the
same pitch class. For instance, the note middle C on a piano is one octave lower than the next C
note to the right of middle C the piano, and one octave higher than the next C note to the left of
middle C on the piano, these C notes are all in the pitch class C, but are in different octave rages
on the piano. There are two general ways to discuss how the octave is divided, diatonically and
chromatically. Diatonic scales refer to scales of seven pitch classes that are all in the same key,
for instance a diatonic C Major scale is C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C. Chromaticism refers to all the
possible twelve notes between two octaves. For instance, a C chromatic scale is C, C#, D, D#, E,
F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B, C.
Aside from descriptive aspects of the universal nature of the octave and the ways an
octave is divided, some have argued that music theory alone might not be the optimal strategy to
understand the way that people perceive music. For instance, acknowledging the similarities
between music and language, Purves (2017) has suggested that the way to understand human
musical preferences and musical form and structure is actually not through psychology and
music theory, but through biology and physiology. More specifically, he suggests that intervallic
regularities in music and proportions of melodic content are surprisingly close to those of spoken
language, and it is due to this relationship that leads him to believe that music has developed
from language, and it therefore uses some of the same regularities, as both music and language
are perceptions of periodic auditory stimuli. Along these lines, in an intriguing study, Schwartz,
Howe, and Purves (2003) demonstrated that the chromatic scale of twelve tones, a known
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universal aspect of music, can also be observed in the utterances of human speech. They showed
that the same periodic sound stimuli that are present in human music also occur in human
speech, and people are constantly exposed to these periodic sound stimuli both evolutionarily as
a species and individually over their lives. To gather empirical evidence for this idea, 6300
utterances of 10 brief English sentences by native English speakers, 441 male speakers and 189
female speakers, were analyzed. The results showed that, of the possible intervals found in the
chromatic scale, the minor second (1 semitone), the major second (2 semitones) and the major
seventh, (11 semitones) were the least common in the spoken utterances, and were also found to
be rated as the least consonant musical intervals when rated by individual raters. This finding
that the consonance ordering of human speech closely matched the consonance ordering of the
chromatic scale provides evidence that the universal chromatic scale and the perceptions of
consonance and dissonance might reflect a probabilistic ordering in the general perception of
periodic auditory information.

Four Statistical Regularities in Melodic Phrases
Besides the previously discussed aspects of general musical structure that can be
observed universally (e.g., rhythm, tonality, and the division of the tonal spectrum into octaves
and scales), there are also striking musical regularities that are involved specifically with melodic
phrases. Notably, four ‘universals’ have been observed in conventional melodic structures.
Specifically, these four regularities are as follows:
There is an increased prevalence of smaller intervals over larger intervals.
There is a tendency for large intervals to ascend and small intervals to descend.
There is a tendency for the overall contour of melodies to ascend then to descend.
There is a tendency for melodies to end on the tonic.
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Although these melodic regularities are well-documented, there is no clear, a priori
reason why these particular regularities (and not their opposites, or else no such regularities)
would be observed universally. At the present time, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine
definitively whether they derived from a biological predisposition or from some kind of shared
cultural bias. Indeed, even a universally observed regularity, while suggestive, would not be
definitive proof of a biological or evolutionary origin. In this dissertation, my main concern is
not to identify the manner of origin of melodic regularities (i.e., biological versus cultural) but to
explore other issues related to these regularities, such as their relative impacts on aesthetic
experience and the nature of the underlying mental representations of these rules.
Exploring these four aforementioned melodic regularities will be the focus of this
dissertation. Previous research has tended to present and discuss these regularities in a rather
piecemeal fashion, without comparing them in terms of their respective influences on outcomes,
like aesthetic preference, or in terms of how they might be represented mentally (e.g., more
implicitly versus more explicitly). In this dissertation project, I aim to determine whether these
regularities differ in their influence on people’s aesthetic ratings and preferences of melodic
phrases. I also investigate the nature of how these regularities are mentally represented, and how
much information regarding these regularities is explicitly available to people and how they
verbally articulate that information.
What then can already be said of these regularities, apart from the fact that they are well
documented to exist across the wide spectrum of human cultures? While fascinating to ponder,
regardless of their likely ancient origin, as suggested by Purves (2017), it is possible that such
melodic regularities emerged as a means to optimize the physiological processing of melodic
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material, which in itself might have derived from human language and the inflections involved
with verbal human communication.
Aside from the close relationship between language and music regarding consonance
orderings shown by Purves (2017) and Schwartz, Howe, and Purves (2003), which focus on
biological processes, there might also be more specifically cognitive reasons why music is
constructed the way it is. For instance, Trehub (1984) suggested that there is an advantage in
remembering melodic structures that are composed according to conventional forms (i.e., human
processing predispositions and musical universals), and that both children and adults are better at
remembering melodies constructed conventionally than those that are structured
unconventionally. However, accordingly, it is unknown whether this superior memory for
conventionally structured melodies is a product of a universal cognitive processing of music, or
if it arose from exposure to music, or exposure to language that shares such melodic features, as
suggested by Purves (2017; see also Schwartz, Howe, & Purves, 2003).
Here, I will not attempt to understand the extraordinarily difficult questions of what
cultural or biological forces maintain these melodic regularities, nor will I be exploring their
possible origins in either evolution or culture, or some interaction between the two. What is of
primary concern here is how these four melodic regularities might be observed as an ensemble;
that is, how they interact with one another hierarchically rather than as individual and
independent devices, and how their interaction might influence the way individuals perceive and
mentally represent melodic information. Previous empirical research on these regularities has
tended to deal with them separately, precluding a strong comparison of their relative aesthetic
potency and the nature of their underlying mental representations, which might – ultimately –
better inform their origin(s) and nature(s).
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To set the stage for this project, I begin an exploration into these four melodic regularities
by reviewing the previous research that has led to their identification. Then I briefly discuss the
nature of human universals in general – namely the divergent theoretical perspectives as to how
these human universals, especially those involved with aesthetics and human creativity, might be
theoretically explained. Next, I discuss the posited psychological mechanisms that might be
responsible for recognizing such regularities and the various ways in which they might be
mentally represented. I then briefly discuss a few conceptual perspectives regarding whether
such universal regularities could be processed implicitly, and ways they could be adopted and
maintained through cultural mechanisms and/or biological mechanisms.

More Background on the Four Statistical Regularities in Melodies
As mentioned above, the purpose of this dissertation is to explore four proposed melodic
regularities that have been shown to exist in not only Western music, but also various forms of
folk and ethnic music from around the world. Recall that these four regularities are: 1) an
increased prevalence of small intervals over larger intervals, 2) a tendency for large intervals to
ascend and small intervals to descend, 3) a tendency for the overall contour of melodies to
ascend then descend, and 4) a tendency for melodies to end on the tonic note. These four
regularities are all present in the first phrase of Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star, with the music
accompanying the lyrics, “Twinkle, twinkle little star, how I wonder what you are.” In this
opening phrase, there are more smaller intervals than larger intervals, ascending intervals tend to
be larger than descending intervals, the melodic arch ascends up to the words ‘little star’ then
descends to the word ‘are,’ and the opening phrase ends on with the word ‘are,’ which is the
tonic note C because this song is in the key of C Major (see Figure 1). In the next section, I will
discuss each of the four proposed regularities in much greater detail.
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Figure 1. Opening phrase of Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, demonstrating the four melodic
regularities studied in this dissertation.

Rule 1. Prevalence of small intervals over large intervals
The first regularity that will be considered is that there are more small intervals than large
intervals in most melodies (Huron, 2006; Vos & Troost, 1989). Research quantitatively supports
the prevalence of small intervals over large ones. For instance, Huron (2006) showed that
approximately 70% of all the intervals used in a sample of western music and ethno music (of
African, American Chinese, American, English, German, Hassidic, and Japanese origins) consist
of less than three semitones (i.e., a minor third), with roughly 50% of the total intervals either
being a whole step or a half step (i.e., one or two semitones). In another seminal study, Vos and
Troost (1989) showed in a sample of 796 melodies written by classical composers (Bach, Bartók,
Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Debussy, Dvořák, Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, Shostakovich,
Johann Strauss, and Stravinsky), the Beatles, and folk music from Albanian, Bulgarian, Iberian,
Irish, Macedonian, Norwegian, Sicilian, and American Negro music that roughly 45% of the
total intervals in these forms of music are either one or two semitones; since there are twelve
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basic possible intervals, that is roughly 16.6% (or 1/6) of all possible interval combinations (see
Figure 2).
It is interesting that the findings of Vos and Troost (1989) regarding a prevalence of
small intervals over large intervals are in opposition to biological perspective offered by Purves
(2017) and Schwartz, Howe, and Purves (2003), where they found that very small, more
dissonant intervals (i.e., major seconds and minor seconds) were less common than larger more
consonant intervals (i.e., octaves, perfect fourths, and perfect fifths). From a Gestalt
psychological perspective, however, this statistical pattern found in Vos and Troost’s (1989)
study may result from the tendency of human beings to process sequential information that is
grouped together as a single stream of events, and information grouped further apart as
disconnected and separate events. In other words, small intervals (i.e., notes that are closer
together, like two adjacent keys on a piano) are easier to process and are processed and
interpreted as having a stronger relationship than notes that are separated by larger intervals and
are therefore further apart (Deutsch, 2013). It is quite possible that this dynamic might have risen
from the processing of speech, where words that are heard closer together in time are considered
as having a stronger relationship with one another (i.e., considered part of the same thought or
sentence), and words that are separated by larger time gaps might be interpreted as separate
phrases. A further indication that a similar process might be responsible for processing melodic
information and linguistic information might be the existence of some languages that contain
tonal inflections (e.g., Chinese and ancient Greek), or, as Purves (2017) suggests, the close
relationship between music and spoken language might be due to the existence of the chromatic
scale tones in spoken language, because both music and language are both perceptions of
periodic auditory stimuli.
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In this dissertation, this regularity of more small intervals than large intervals will be
labeled Rule 1, and it is operationalized as the percentages of steps and leaps in each phrase. A
step is considered an interval of one or two semitones, and a leap is an interval of three or more
semitones. I also transformed the resulting percentages using z scores, as well as squared z
scores. The unsquared z scores were used to test for linear trend in the regression analysis, and
the squared z scores were used to test for non-linear trends – in this case, quadratic trends in the
regression analysis.
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Figure 2. The percentages of the occurrence of various melodic intervals in a large sample of
music from around the world, as reported by Vos and Troost (1989).

Rule 2: Tendency for larger intervals to ascend and smaller intervals to descend
A second regularity that will be considered in this dissertation is that large intervals tend
to ascend while small intervals tend to descend. As mentioned, in Vos and Troost’s (1989) study
described above, they analyzed melodies composed by European composers (Bach, Bartók,
Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Debussy, Dvořák, Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, Shostakovich,
Johann Strauss, and Stravinsky), using Barlow and Morgenstern’s dictionary of musical themes
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(revised 1978 edition), from which they selected between 10 and 20% of all indexed beginnings
of mostly instrumental pieces of music by the 13 composers noted. Vos and Troost also added
10% of the introductory parts of all songs by the Beatles and a set of ethno and folk melodies as
well. In all, there were 469 themes composed by classical composers and 327 ethno and folk
melodies in their dataset. Each melody was read by one of the experimenters from its score
notation into an electronic organ interfaced with a computer. After all the melodies were entered
into the computer, it computed the occurrences of each of the possible thirteen intervals and
categorized them as either a step or a leap as described above; it also categorized each interval as
either ascending or descending. Intervals larger than one octave were eliminated from this study,
and accounted for only 1% of the total intervals in any case. The results from that analysis
(showing ascending percentages) are shown below in Figure 3 and the rightmost column of
Table 1, which shows a clear asymmetry where small intervals tend to descend and large
intervals tend to ascend. In passing, I also note that in a preliminary study of melodic data I have
been working with, there seems to be an asymmetry associated with initial intervals also, that is,
between the first and second notes of a melody, with 50% ascending, 25% descending, and 25%
repeating the initial note.
Curt Sachs (1962) spoke of this typical musical pattern, he called melodies that begin
with an initial ascending leap and are followed by descending steps tumbling melodies. This
tendency has been empirically shown in a variety of cultures, including Russian laments,
Australian Aboriginal music, and music of the Sioux Indians (Huron, 2006). Speech research has
shown similar patterns where the pitch of an initial part of a sentence or utterance tends to
rapidly rise and then the pitch slowly drops.
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Figure 3. The percentages of ascending melodic intervals, as reported by Vos and Troost (1989).
Higher bars represent a greater preponderance of ascents – note that all intervals smaller than
five semitone more often descend than ascend, while virtually all intervals greater than or equal
to five semitones more often ascend than descend. See also Table 1.

Table 1. The percentages of ascending melodic intervals, as reported by Vos and Troost (1989).
(See also Figure 3.)

Semitones

% Occurrence

% Ascending

0

15

0

1

19

45

2

25

42

3

11

48
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47

5

7

63

6

1

52

7

1

53

8

1

56

9

1

60

10

1

54

11

1

50

12

1

68
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Using these research findings, in order to test whether people preferred melodic phrases
that followed the regularity of more steps than leaps, and the asymmetry of descending steps and
ascending leaps, Vos and Troost (1989) also generated a computer program to construct two
categories of melodic patterns, all eight tones long. The first category consisted of melodies
generated that followed the two regularities, that there are more smaller intervals than larger
intervals (Rule 1 here), and that small intervals tend to descend and large intervals tend to ascend
(Rule 2 here). Intervals larger than one octave were not used, middle-C was the starting note for
all patterns, and 50% of melodies were in a major key and 50% were in a minor key. The second
category consisted of melodies that violated these two regularities. Participants were then put
into one of two conditions and were exposed to a series of paired melodies, one adhering to the
regularities and one violating them. In one condition, subjects were told to choose the melody of
the pair that fit better with traditional classical melodies, and the other condition was instructed
to choose which one fit worse. Subjects were initially selected for this study due to their
preference to play or listen to classical music instead of pop music. The results indicate that
subjects in both experimental conditions chose the correct answer, the phrases that followed the
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two regularities, for both major and minor melodies 63% of the time, showing a preference for
melodies that have more steps than leaps, and where steps tend to descend and leaps tend to
ascend. However, this result was not observed in the current studies being discussed here. It was
seen, though, when experimental controls were put into place to control for the overwhelming
influence that final tonic endings seemed to have. Simply, when people were asked to rate
phrases, when exposed to a mix of phrases, some that ended on the tonic and did not end on the
tonic, these two regularities observed by Vos and Troost did not show significant effects on
people’s preference ratings.
This issue of ascending/descending melodic interval asymmetry has also been
approached via other methodologies. For instance, in one recent historiometric case study,
Meredith and Kozbelt (2014) coded 13,705 melodic intervals in 97 vocal works by twentiethcentury composer Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951), whose atonal works radically diverge from
traditional Western tonality. The sample consisted of all datable vocal works by Arnold
Schoenberg, 97 in total, dating from 1898 to 1933. They include: lieder with piano or chamber
accompaniment (Opp. 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 14, 15, 20, and 48, plus two songs without Opus numbers:
Am Strande and Gedenken), lieder with orchestral accompaniment (Opp. 8 and 22, plus 18 solos
from the Gurrelieder), 21 pieces from the melodrama Pierrot lunaire (Op. 21), the two vocal
movements from the String Quartet #2 (Op. 10), and the monodrama Erwartung (Op. 17).
Choral selections and operatic compositions were excluded. The vocal line of each of the 97
works was coded from beginning to end, using printed scores. Each interval was measured in
semitones; thus, a minor second received a score of one, a major second a score of two, an
octave received a score of 12, and so forth. Ascending intervals were coded as positive numbers
and descending intervals were coded as negative numbers. Repetitions of a pitch were coded as
zeroes. In all, 13,705 intervals were coded in semitones. A complicating factor in coding the
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intervals involved decisions about the onset and termination of musical phrases. When a vocal
phrase ends on a high note and after several measures of rests a perceptibly new vocal phrase
begins on a low note, including the large inter-phrase descending interval in the coding probably
distorts the meaning and utility of the measure. To address this issue and avoid subjective
interpretations of phrase boundaries, after all of the intervals were initially coded, we adopted
three phrase boundary criteria: whole rests, half rests, and quarter rests. Intervals spanning the
relevant rest criterion were deleted from the dataset. Ultimately, there were few differences in the
results across the phrase boundary criteria. Therefore, we focused on the set of results based on
the half rest criterion unless otherwise noted.
Having applied the relevant phrase boundary criterion, average ascending and average
descending intervals were computed for each vocal work. All consecutive repetitions of a pitch,
coded as 0, were excluded from analysis. For each work, the mean of the ascending intervals and
the mean of the descending intervals were added, yielding an asymmetry score for that
composition. A value of 0 indicated no asymmetry; a positive value indicated ascending leaps
and descending steps (as has typically been found in archival studies); and a negative value
indicated ascending steps and descending leaps.
Results indicated that, despite Schoenberg’s many innovations, his vocal music not only
preserved the usual asymmetrical pattern of ascending leaps and descending steps, but
exaggerated it. Specifically, asymmetry scores for the 97 works were first compared to a value of
0 (representing no ascending/descending asymmetry) and showed a highly reliable result, t (96)
= 6.338, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.64, a medium-to-large effect size. Beyond just establishing that
Schoenberg’s vocal music shows the typical asymmetry, we also examined the possibility that it
reliably differed even from the usual strength of the effect. For this analysis, we again used a
single sample t test but compared our statistic to a test value of +0.224, derived from data
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reported by Vos and Troost (1989). Again, the result was highly reliable, t (96) = 3.620, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 0.37, a small-to-medium effect size. This result suggests that Schoenberg’s vocal
works not only preserve the usual melodic interval asymmetry, but that they do so to a reliably
greater extent than Western classical music in general. In passing, I note that this result raises an
intriguing question: How powerful are these regularities if a composer like Schoenberg who
actively tries to buck tradition writes music that adheres to a set of implicit regularities even
more so than composers who use a more traditional compositional approach? Put another way,
how flexible are the rules governing one’s compositional output and how much influence do
composers actually have over the end result of their compositions? This important real-world
issue in musical aesthetics, how some listeners come to appreciate (and even enjoy) ‘difficult’
aesthetic works that violate musical tradition as well as their own earlier experience, is explored
further below, in Experiment 3 of this dissertation.
In sum, this melodic ascending/descending asymmetry is robust, as it can be observed in
numerous forms of music from traditional tonal music and folk and ethno music, to the radically
divergent twentieth-century twelve-tone music of Arnold Schoenberg. Therefore, this statistical
regularity is operationalized for the current studies for this paper as ascending and descending
steps and leaps, with the rule being that steps (i.e., intervals spanning fewer than three semitones)
should predominantly descend, and leaps (i.e., intervals spanning three or more semitones)
should predominantly ascend.

Rule 3: Arch-shaped melodic contour
The third regularity that will be considered is that the overall contour of melodic phrases
tends to follow an arch-like structure, first ascending and then descending. Put another way, this
means that melodic contours tend to be convex. Huron (2006) showed this tendency in a
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computerized analysis whereby musical phrases were classified as either being ascending,
descending, convex, concave, horizontal, horizontal ascending, horizontal descending, ascending
horizontal, or descending horizontal. Huron’s results indicated that 40% of approximately
10,000 phrases were convex (this sample consisted of phrases 5,6,7,8,9,10, or 11 notes in
length.). It was shown in the same set of studies that ascending and descending phrases are often
combined (i.e., the first phrase ascending and the second phrase descending) to produce an
overall convex shape with a small midpoint dip Huron called the McDonald's effect (this sample
consisted of phrases 12,13,14, and 15 notes in length.). It should be noted that the opposite trend,
where descending phrases are then followed by ascending phrases, tends not to be true. In other
words, regardless of whether the overall structure of a melody is seen as one phrase or two
phrases, 40% of the time the overall contour seems to rise and then fall. For these studies, in
order to calculate a contour metric for the various phrase lengths, Huron converted each pitch of
a phrase into a number representing its distance from middle C (i.e., C4) in semitones, therefore,
C4 was represented with a value of 0 semitones, C5 by a value of 12, and C3 was represented
with a value of -12. Then, the mean semitone height was calculated for the first note in each
phrase, the second note in each phrase, and for each subsequent note position within the melodic
phrase.
Other research has used developmental psychological methods to explore the issue of
melodic contour. For instance, a study by Trehub, Bull, and Thorpe (1984), showed that when
infants are exposed to a melody and are then exposed to a similar melody where the pitches are
changed while the contour remained the same, they show familiarity to the melody as long as the
contour is preserved. However, if the notes are changed to institute a contour change, the
melodies are perceived as unfamiliar by infants. This research suggests that contour is a powerful
identifying factor to melodic recognition. A number of studies have shown that both infants and
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non-musicians have more difficulty encoding the actual intervals of unfamiliar melodies than the
basic contour of a melody (Bartlett & Dowling, 1980; Dowling, 1978; Trainor & Trehub, 1993).
It has even been suggested (Peretz, Morais, & Bartelson, 1987) that there are hemispheric
differences in music processing, whereby the right ear (i.e., left hemisphere) is better at
processing the actual intervals contained in a melody and the left ear (i.e., right hemisphere) has
an advantage in processing the basic contour of a melody.
Trehub (1999) also suggested that contour plays a role in processing melodic information
because it helps to divide the musical information into chunks. That is, the rises and falls in
contour provide a framework with which the stream of information can be divided and chunked
to help facilitate the processing of the information by working memory.

Rule 4: Tonic termination
The fourth regularity that will be considered in this dissertation is that melodies tend to
end on the home musical note of the key in which the phrase is in, which is called the tonic. For
instance, if a phrase is in the key of D Major, then the tonic is D. If a phrase is in C Major, then
the tonic is C. There have been numerous theories regarding how people perceive tonality.
Brown (1988) has distinguished two approaches to tonality perception, the structural and
functional approaches. Brown’s structural approach suggests that listeners identify tonal centers
by integrating the pitch content of a passage and deciding what key best accounts for the
distribution of pitch-class material. For instance, in diatonic music, the tonic and dominant are
the most common pitches, followed by steps 2 (supertonic), 3 (mediant), 4 (subdominant) and 6
(submediant), followed by step 7 (leading tone), with non-scale tones least common. Also
included in this model are secondary factors that contribute to the perceptual salience of a pitchclass like repetition, rhythm, and accents (e.g., staccato and pizzicato, which are different
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techniques to either bow or pluck a note on a stringed instrument). The structural approach also
suggests that the local ordering of pitches is relatively unimportant, and that the passage of time
affects the perception of tonality only to the extent that the decay of sensory memory renders
distant pitches less important than recent pitches in the determination of a melodies tonal center.
Evidence for this view was shown by Krumhansl (1990). There, a correlation between pitchclass and duration/prevalence distributions with empirically-determined key profiles provides an
effective way of predicting the perceived tonality of a melodic phrase.
There are also other perspectives on musical tonality. For instance, in Brown’s functional
approach, sequential intervallic relationships are emphasized instead of the actual pitch-class
content of a passage. In other words, the context of individual pitches guides one's perception of
tonality in melodic phrases, not the fixed theoretical scale step function implied by traditional
music theory. The functional view has received empirical support through Brown’s research
(1988), where he showed that simply by rearranging the order of pitches in a short musical
passage, the perceived tonality of the phrase can be completely altered.
Other research (e.g., Aarden, 2003) suggests that the tonality of a melodic phrase is not
learned from the statistical distribution of scale degrees, but that tonality perception is influenced
largely by the distribution of a melodic phrase’s final notes, rather than the overall distribution of
all the notes in the phrase. A more cognitive perspective to tonality suggests that sensitivity to
tonal cadences might not be a product of general exposure to music, but that tonality structure is
a product of one’s short term memory and the listening experience involved with echoic memory
(Leman, 2000). It is predicted for the current dissertation studies that this particular regularity
would be the most explicitly available, since unlike the other three regularities being observed, it
is widely known and part of the pedagogy of musical composition. When studying musical
composition, much time is spent learning about and practicing harmony and various ways to
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resolve melodic phrases, and key transpositions or moving from one key to another. Therefore, it
is thought that of all the four regularities, whether a phrase resolves on the tonic or not might be
most accessible by non-musician experimental subjects. I also hypothesize that this regularity of
tonic endings might have the most influence on aesthetic ratings, as well as being the most likely
option from among all four rules for explicit awareness among non-musician experimental
subjects.

Melodic Universals: Nature or Nurture?
The studies reviewed in the preceding sections provide substantial evidence that the four
melodic regularities described above are characteristic of many, if not most, melodies around the
world, and that these regularities seem to have an impact on how people perceive and process the
melodic information. Again, the purpose of this paper is not to understand the origin of these
regularities, but to explore an empirical approach whereby their individual effects might be
observed as an aggregate. Since these regularities have previously mainly been studied
individually, there is no way to determine how they might interact with one another and how this
interaction might influence people’s perception of melodic information. However, despite our
current inability to answer the question of why such regularities exist (specifically, in terms of
evolutionary biological versus cultural explanations), it may be worth discussing some previous
speculations on this question, as a way of better contextualizing how to empirically explore the
nature and basis of these melodic regularities, as well as the long-term potential payoff of such
an understanding. In this section, I discuss some previous scholarship on these matters.
As mentioned earlier, varying degrees of cross cultural regularities and human universals
have been proposed. These universals encompass numerous globally common human behaviors
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demonstrated by disparate cultures across a large swath of anthropological time. In the spirit of
this idea, one of the most intriguing questions regarding human universals is how universal are
universals? In other words, must every individual in a society express the behaviors associated
with a universal, or is it simply enough for some of the individuals in a society to express the
elements of a universal? A number of universals are observed at the level of an entire society
(i.e., macrocosm) rather than from the level of the individual (i.e., microcosm). Music and dance,
for instance, are considered universals at the individual level, or the microcosm, because
although every society has forms of music and dance, not everyone in every society plays music
or dances. Other universals, for instance tool making and language, are expressed by almost
every person in every society and can be viewed from the level of the macrocosm.
In her book, What is art for?, Ellen Dissanayake (1990) describes some universals as
arising spontaneously in individuals, without the need for pedagogy – in essence, thus positing a
biological cause that exists latently in every person. She claims that virtually all universals that
are associated with art might be rooted in two other more primal universals, namely ritual and
play. She speculates that since other non-human animals also share the behaviors of play and
ritual, this might suggest a more archaic and biological cause for such behaviors. She adopts the
ethological perspective of the existence of art – in that as other universals like tool making,
language and parenting styles vary from society to society, expressions of the arts might also
vary while simultaneously still maintaining a shared universal nature of underlying structure,
which might not be superficially observable.
Although one cannot travel back in time to observe the origin of these universals, it seems
that logically there could only be a few causal candidates that would explain the existence of
these universal phenomena. Along these lines, Dissanayake (1990) provocatively proposed four
possible causes for the emergence of human universals: a cultural reflection of a physical fact,
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the diffusion of ancient cultural traits, the operation and structure of the human mind, and the
evolution of the human mind. It is thought that some of the most ancient universals, like the use
of fire and tool-making must have existed in the first human populations which subsequently
went with dispersing populations and were maintained.
An example of how a culture might reflect a physical fact in human development might be
something as observable as the tendency toward left-handedness. However, physical
observations could also be reflected and expressed in art. For instance a naturally occurring
pattern like the golden ratio (or phi, which equals 1.618…), which guides numerous natural
developmental features in human anatomy and other life forms (e.g., plant growth, seashells,
flowers, etc.), has also widely been observed and exploited by painters (e.g., Salvador Dali in his
painting The Sacrament of the Last Supper) and architects (e.g., the Parthenon, the Cathedral at
Notre Dame, and the United Nations building in New York City). Another naturally occurring
phenomenon used by artists is the mathematical sequence known as the Fibonacci series (also
related to the golden ration, and is observed naturally in the shape of the Milky Way Galaxy and
other spiral forms). This can be seen in classical music, for instance, in Bartók’s use of the
Fibonacci pattern in structuring key events in the first movement of his composition Music for
Strings, Percussion, and Celesta.
Another example of how physical facts might give rise to universal phenomenon might be
the universal cultural tendency toward astronomy. Indeed, the stars and the phenomenon
observed in the heavens would have been truly impressive to ancient cultures. Even Kant
speculated this notion when he stated, ‘two things overwhelm me with awe, the starry heavens
and man’s accountability to God.’ In fact, it has been proposed that some of the earliest
examples of human visual art, which date from the late Pleistocene era approximately 15,000
years ago in the ancient caves at Lascaux in France, were attempts to depict astronomical images
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of the primitive night sky. One such example is the now famous mural in a gallery of the
Lascaux cave known as the Dead Man’s Gallery, which depicts an image of an anthropomorphic
entity (i.e., a human body with a bird’s head) seemingly killed by a bull, laying next to an image
of a bird on a stick. According to Rappengluck (2004), this image represents one of the earliest
attempts to map the stars and represent them visually. It depicts the constellation known as the
Summer Triangle which itself consists of the brightest stars in the three distinct constellations
Cygnus, Lyra, and Aquila; which are Vega, Deneb, and Altair, respectively. It is even further
interesting that these images that are depicted in that cave might provide the origins of a
narrative for a myth that has echoed through human culture for millennium, and is in itself a
universal cultural archetype, namely the story of the dying hero and the resurrecting god. Stories
of dying heroes transforming into and resurrecting as gods (such as Osiris, Mithra, Jesus, Odin,
and so on) can be seen in numerous ancient and classical mythologies. Another example of
astronomy’s universal nature would be the observation of the quaternal points in the solar cycle
(i.e., solstices and equinoxes) and the observation of a north star (i.e., called in mythology the
axis mundi, or the ‘axis of the world’).
An example of how the operation and structure of the human mind and the evolution of
the human mind might give rise to universal phenomenon would be how regularities in the
natural environment are mimicked by visual artists in order to stimulate the human sensory
system (Graham & Field, 2007; Geisler, Perry, Super, & Gallogly, 2001; Graham, Chandler &
Field, 2006). Because many images depicted by artists show similar proportions of large-scale
structure and fine detail compared to the natural scenes they attempt to portray, the usage of
natural scene statistical regularities in artwork may be viewed as an imitation of these statistical
regularities. As Plato suggested in The Republic, art is merely an imitation of the real world:
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‘Which is the art of painting designed to be—an imitation of things as they are, or as they
appear—of appearance or of reality?’
However, unlike a naturally occurring scene, an individual makes a work of visual art by
conscious actions. These conscious actions are guided throughout the creative process by
continuous feedback from the artist’s own visual system- thereby adapting the work of art to
features of the visual system instead of the visual system adapting to the external work (Zeki,
2002), which is what likely happened over the course of human evolution. The idea that an artist
is guided through the creative process through the stimulation of their own visual system instead
of attempting to strictly portray a particular image was shown by Redies, Hasenstein and Denzler
(2007). In their study, they compared photographs of human faces with artistic portraits of
human faces and found that artists portray human faces with the frequency distribution (i.e.,
Fourier characteristics) of natural scenes rather than with those of real faces. This suggests that
artists do not merely imitate the statistics of the real world, but that they have a preference for the
usage of specific image statistics in their work, regardless of the formal content of the actual
work.
Another example in visual art would be a tendency towards scale invariance, or fractal
scaling, which is a phenomenon where certain features of an object remain the same at different
levels or scales of observation. Evidence of scale invariance has been shown in many schools of
painting, even in the abstract works of twentieth century painter Jackson Pollock (Taylor,
Guzman, Martin, Hall, Micolich & Jonas, 2007).
There is also a universal nature to story-telling and myth-making. For instance, in his
book, The Thirty-Six Dramatic Situations (1916), Georges Polti famously described a total of 36
possible dramatic situations by which virtually every dramatic narrative can be categorized. One
example is an individual being persecuted by an authority figure, as in the Christian story of
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Christ. Another is an avenger who seeks justice for a crime that goes unpunished, as in the story
of the avenging child Horus who sought justice through the punishment of Set for murdering his
father Osiris. Another would be forbidden love or an obstacle to love as in the case of Orpheus
and Eurydice, or Romeo and Juliet.
As mentioned, although it is not a practical empirical question to know the true origins of
these regularities, here we will not be attempting to answer that question, but rather to explore
possible experimental methods that might be available to help facilitate a better understanding of
the approaches that this question could be ultimately developed. As noted above, cultural
universality is by itself no guarantee of a biological point of origin. At this point in scholarly
inquiry into the nature of melodic regularities, it is not clear whether each regularity might be
better characterized as having arisen more through biological or cultural processes. Indeed, some
may have arisen by one route, and others, by other routes. Getting a basic grounding in the
potency and nature of these regularities, as they are mentally represented and processed, would
conceivably be a step in the direction of attempting to answer the ultimate question of origins.

Transmission and Maintenance of Universals Via Implicit and Explicit Processes
Since the proposed melodic regularities in question here are not necessarily maintained
through the traditional pedagogy involved with training in music composition, how are such
melodic devices crystallized and universally used (i.e., unconsciously) by music composers? One
theory is that these regularities, like language learning, are acquired unconsciously, or implicitly.
Some researchers (e.g., Huron, 2006; Wittlesea, 1987) have discussed the implicit nature of the
human auditory system and thus music. One of the interesting things about music is that it
permeates our cultural environment; and people with and without musical training become
extremely sensitive to the components of music and the regular patterns used to compose it
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without even consciously realizing it.1 Therefore, since people are exposed to a massive amount
of music over the course of their lives, it is safe to assume that their sensitivity to these
regularities begins to be shaped early in life, when they first begin to be exposed to the musical
system of their culture (e.g., the western tonal system, the Indian micro tonal system, or the
Chinese classical system). This is likely similar to the way they learn the sounds and phonetic
structures of their native language. Ultimately, through exposure to melodic information (i.e.,
that tends to adhere to the regularities proposed in this paper), people tend to prefer melodic
structures that adhere to these regularities. This can be considered a type of non-conscious or
implicit learning because it is unlikely that people have conscious and explicit knowledge of
these regularities, even though their preferences for melodic material might be highly influenced
by them.
Human beings’ implicit memory and learning system has a powerful function. It helps to
recognize and make sense of subtle but consistent environmental regularities. It detects small
correlations in one’s environment that tend to escape one’s conscious attention. However, this
system would not only help to recognize sensitive and complex interactions in the natural
environment, but also in artificial environments like language, aesthetics, and art. It has even
been suggested that implicit learning is a separate ability altogether, with a range of individual
differences, and that it might also be related to intuition (e.g., Reber, 1969, 1993; Kaufman, De
Young, Gray, Jimenez, Brown & Makintosh, 2010). Regardless, it seems safe to assume that
some type of implicit learning is necessary in order to explain a number of uniquely human
1

Indeed, on a personal level, despite thousands of hours of listening to music very attentively,

neither I nor my advisor had any kind of explicit realization about the second regularity
described above, that of ascending/descending interval asymmetry, until we read about it in the
research literature.
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behaviors and to explain how some types of knowledge are transmitted through cultures and
domains without any explicit training. In a sense, the implicit system keeps complex
psychological events relatively stationary, so that they can be unconsciously recognized and
processed; arguably, without such a system, our external environment would appear chaotic. Put
another way, an implicit system is like a gravitational psychological force that holds our mental
universe together.
Reber (1969) initially introduced the idea of implicit learning and implicit knowledge
through using artificial grammars. In his early experiments, he created a pseudo-grammar and
using a Markov chain generated from it a bank of three-letter phonemes. A Markov chain is
generated upon closed conditional sequences, though here in this current research into melodic
regularities, implicit knowledge is viewed as a system not based upon conditional rules, but
broad statistical regularities. In a practice phase, an experimental condition was exposed to the
phonemes that were created according to the artificial grammar. In the experimental phase,
subjects in the Reber’s experimental condition were exposed to new phonemes, 50% of which
adhered to the artificial grammar and 50% of which did not, they were then asked for preference
ratings. A control group followed the same procedure except they did not participate in the
practice phase- they were simply shown the same phonemes the experimental group was shown
in phase two. The results showed that subjects who were exposed to the phonemes in the practice
phase preferred the grammatically correct phonemes in the experimental phase.
Since Reber’s initial experiments, research in implicit learning usually has involved using
artificial grammars which relies to some extent upon visual processing because it warrants
exposing subjects to some sort of visual stimulus (e.g., letters or lights). Some studies, however,
have used auditory stimuli to study implicit learning. For instance, Altmann, Dienes and Gode
(1995) investigated implicit knowledge using a Reber-style artificial grammar but translated
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letters directly into tones (i.e., generated with sine waves) by using a random mapping of tone
frequencies to letters (i.e., the letter M became the musical note C with a 256 Hz fundamental
frequency). The results showed that there was no difference in participants’ performance level
whether tested with an auditory or visual implicit learning task.
In another notable series of experiments, Kuhn and Dienes (2005) used musical phrases
in a musical implicit learning paradigm to test a non-local grammatical rule. They were
interested in determining whether people’s implicit learning went beyond simply chunking
adjacent bits of information. To do this, they used eight-note phrases that either adhered to a
grammar, a diatonic inversion, or did not adhere to the grammar. Melodies were generated
accounting for interval frequencies (both overall and positional). A new statistic (MFF, mean
frequency feature) was created to make sure the interval and pitch frequencies of both
grammatical and ungrammatical tunes were consistent. MFF basically averages the number of
times each interval and pitch occurs in each of the eight positions in the pool of tunes. They used
three sets of musical phrases: exemplar melodies, fragmentary melodies, and abstract melodies.
Exemplar melodies were grammatical tunes that were directly taken from the training phase and
ungrammatical tunes that were generated that violated the grammar (the inversion rule) both in
contour and interval magnitude. Fragmentary melodies were new grammatical tunes that were
created using the same procedures as with the exemplar melodies but were not exposed to
participants during the training phase. Abstract melodies where tunes that were created from a
novel set of interval bigrams (intervallic combinations) that were not used in the melodies that
participants were exposed to during the training phase.
In Kuhn and Dienes’s (2005) first experiment, participants in a test group were told they
were taking part in a memory experiment and were then exposed to 120 melodies for a training
phase. They then were exposed to a new set of tunes, some that adhered to the inversion rule and
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some that did not, and were asked to rate them on a scale ranging from 1 (Do not like) to 9 (Like
a lot). The control group followed the same procedure except they did not experience to the
training phase. The results showed that the experimental group did demonstrate higher
preference ratings than the control group for grammatical tunes in all three tune sets (i.e.,
exemplar, fragmentary, and abstract). A second experiment followed the same procedure as the
first, except after the training phase participants were told that there was a rule and they were to
determine which of the tunes in the new set conformed to the rule, and 50% of the tunes in the
new set followed this rule. This was intended to test the participants’ explicit knowledge of the
inversion rule. After each decision, they were asked to rate from 10% - 100% how confident they
were in their decision. The control group followed the same procedure, but without the training
phase. The results showed that the experimental group performed better than the control group
but only with the exemplar and fragment sets, with the abstract sets the experimental group
performed at chance levels.
A third experiment was done that followed the same procedure as the second, except that
only the abstract tune set was used, and the same participants were asked to make both rule and
liking ratings. The results showed that the experimental group rated the grammatical tunes higher
than ungrammatical tunes, but the control group showed no difference in the ratings for the two
types of tunes. In a fourth experiment, the third experiment was repeated except that all the
melodies had the same contour, this was an attempt to rule out the effects that contour might
have on performance. These results replicated the results of the third experiment, with the
experimental group rating the grammatical tunes higher than ungrammatical tunes, but the
control group showing no difference in the ratings for the two types of tunes.
Another theory about how individuals learn about their environment without explicit
awareness was put forward by Wittlesea (1987), who discussed a dynamic whereby individuals
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are in a constant state of evaluating their feelings of familiarity with what’s being perceived.
When a discrepancy between one’s expectations and reality arises, this discrepancy is perceived
as a feeling of familiarity. Wittlesea and Williams (2001) showed that this occurs not only with
semantic information like words, but also with melodic information.

Statistical Regularities in Melodic Phrases: Outline of Dissertation Studies
As mentioned throughout this paper, in music there are a number of regularities to which
people become accustomed over the course of their lives. One such example in western countries
would be the diatonic system. In other words, even with no musical training, most listeners in
Western countries can tell when something seems out of tune. Here I will attempt to look at the
aggregate influence of four possibilities for implicit regularities in melodic content that have
hereto only been studied individually. Recall that these four regularities are: that there is an
increased prevalence of smaller intervals over larger intervals (Rule 1), that larger intervals
tend to ascend and smaller intervals tend to descend (Rule 2), that the overall contour of melodic
phrases tends to ascend then descend (Rule 3), and that melodic phrases tend to end on the tonic
(Rule 4).
In an initial series of experiments, labeled throughout this paper as Experiments1A, 1B,
1C, and 1D, I will attempt to determine the degree that these regularities interact to influence
people’s melodic preferences, their perception of well formed-ness and their ratings of
interestingness. In a further set of experiments, labeled throughout this paper as Experiments 2A
and 2B, I will test which, if any, of these regularities can be identified by experimental subjects
with and without explicit instruction. Lastly, in Experiment 3, I tested how malleable melodic
preferences are, and whether they can be influenced or changed by exposure to certain other
melodic phrases.
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In order to test these questions, I have generated a large bank of 16-note melodies
representing each of the four aforementioned regularities and their combinations. I generated
four melodic phrases for each of the 16 combinations of the four rules, generating 64 melodic
phrases in all. In this bank of melodic phrases, all notes were rhythmically consistent, with all
notes being quarter notes. Each melodic phrase contained exactly 16 notes. All melodic phrases
were in the key of C Major and played at 120 beats per minute. Each melodic phrase was
approximately eight seconds long.

Overview of Hypotheses
First, I wanted to determine the possible predictive power of each of these rules both
individually and in combinations. In order to do that, I conceptually built upon a method used by
Reber (1969) in his research into implicit learning. Reber’s technique involved exposing people
to a pool of stimuli demonstrating a certain statistical regularity or regularities (i.e., pseudowords generated with a Markov chain) during a learning phase, then exposing them to stimuli
that either adhere to or violate the regularity or regularities and to elicit subjects’ ratings along a
few possible dimensions. In this present case, since people generally accumulate a large amount
of musical experience simply by exposure and listening over the course of their lives, unlike the
Reber studies that involve a learning or training phase to expose people to the rules of the
artificial grammar that was generated to create his pseudo words, an experiment that tests
musical regularities would not need such a learning or training phase, as that has already
occurred over the course of the lives of the participants and their music listening. Therefore, here
participants were simply exposed to a few examples of each of the melodic combinations of the
four rules, and after each melodic phrase they were asked to rate the phrase’s well-formedness,
and interestingness, and their preference for it. In other words, after hearing each melody people
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specified how well formed the melody was, how interesting it was, and their preference for the
melodic phrase, each along a seven-point Likert scale.
Hypotheses involving the analyses of these ratings, and their relations to the
operationalizations of each of the four melodic regularities are structured along the following
lines. First, I explore possible correlations between these various three dependent measures of
well-formedness, interestingness, and preference; since these are all presumably related to
positive aesthetic response, I expect that the three measures will show significant positive, intercorrelations, and that a data reduction process like principal components analysis will yield a
single dependent measure. This dependent variable will then be analyzed in a set of hierarchical
linear modeling analyses (or HLM; Raudenbusch & Bryk, 2002). A statistical technique akin to
multiple regression, HLM also takes into account the nested structure of the data (that is, the fact
that observations are nested within individual raters). These HLM analyses allow an exploration
of the extent to which each regularity predicts aesthetic response, and how these relationships
vary across participants who themselves differ in their overall ratings.
Since previous research has typically examined the four melodic regularities in a
piecemeal way, I have few a priori hypotheses about their relative contributions to aesthetic
response. But the overall structure of HLM analyses facilitate the exploration and testing of a
number of hypotheses, of several kinds. The HLM analyses may be conceptually divided
between level-1 and level-2 models. Level-1 models are most akin to standard multiple
regression; in such models, a significant effect of one or more predictors – say, melodies that
involve a stronger pattern of ascending leaps and descending steps (Rule 2) or a tonic versus a
non-tonic ending (Rule 4) – would reflect a stronger impact of that regularity on aesthetic
response. Level-2 models examine the variability about the overall relation between a predictor
and the dependent variable – for instance, whether a stronger association between a particular
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rule and the dependent measure is more characteristic of, say, listeners who rate the melodies
more favorably overall. Of the four regularities, I hypothesized that the tonic ending (Rule 4)
may be the strongest predictor of aesthetic liking. Beyond Experiments 1A-1C, as will be seen,
in Experiment 1D additional hypotheses about the relative aesthetic liking of several different
categories of non-tonic endings are also explored, to determine if listeners make any such
distinctions.
Next, in Experiments 2A and 2B, I attempt to determine which of the regularities can be
explicitly identified by participants with and without explicit instruction. To do this, participants
were exposed to a number of melodies that adhered to all four of the proposed regularities, and
after each melody they were asked to identify any characteristics that were shared by all the
phrases they heard. This might show which of the regularities that do offer predictive power are
easily identifiable by people or not. Prior to collecting any data, it was hypothesized that the
most likely regularity to offer predictive influence regarding people’s ratings would be whether
the phrase ends on the tonic (Rule 4), as indicated above. In line with this expectation, this
regularity was also considered to be the most likely to be explicitly available to people. Further,
it is thought that if a regularity, or combination of regularities, influences people’s ratings of well
formedness, interestingness, and influences their preference, and they are unable to explicitly
articulate anything about the regularities either with or without explicit instruction, then these
regularities must be operating on an unconscious or implicit level. Again, this technique was
used by Reber (1969) in his research into implicit learning where he used both an implicit
measure (i.e., preference) and an explicit measure (i.e., well-formedness) to try to identify how
aware people were of certain rules governing the creation of his pool of pseudo-words. In those
studies, he also asked participants to identify possible rules they suspected were governing the
grammar of the pseudo words, which generally people were unable to do, in this case I will be
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asking people to identify aspects of the melodic phrases, akin to the rules governing Reber’s
artificial grammar.
In my final study (Experiment 3) is an attempt to replicate, in the domain of musical
melodies, a finding of Meskin et al. (2013) where they showed that the exposure effect might not
be as clear cut as previously thought. Specifically, they used paintings to show that preferences
do not always increase due to mere exposure to a stimulus. Previous research (e.g., Zajonc, 1968)
has suggested that mere exposure increases preferences to a number of different stimuli, from
nonsense words to geometric shapes. Cutting (2003) suggested that this influence of exposure
might contribute to the maintenance of the canon western painting, claiming that works in the
canon of western art maintained their status because they are more often viewed, which in turn
influences people to prefer those artworks. Meskin et al (2013) refuted this idea, showing that
mere exposure alone does not influence preferences. Using paintings separately judged as either
‘good’ or ‘bad,’ they showed that with repeated exposure, preferences only increase for paintings
that are already good, and preferences decrease for paintings that are considered bad. Here,
instead of using paintings, I tried to replicate the finding reported by Meskin et al., using melodic
phrases instead of paintings. I tried to determine of melodic phrases that are least liked can elicit
an even further decrease in liking after exposure, or if the opposite might be true.
Such experiments will help shed some light on the nature of the mental representations
listeners use while engaged in music listening, and also help to understand the nature of melodic
statistical regularities and how they influence people’s perception of melodic material. As
mentioned, these universal regularities have not been previously studied as an aggregate, so
understanding whether or not they are interdependent and whether they can be ordered or ranked
according to their influential power over people’s preferences and reports of well-formedness
and interestingness would benefit researchers trying to understand how people develop their
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preferences and how much power individual composers have over the artistic rules governing
their own compositions. In the future, one could imagine analyzing rhythmic components to
music the same way melodic components were analyzed here. Also, using the same bank of
melodic phrases, one could elicit mood responses or open-ended descriptions of the melodic
phrases to determine if different types of combination of these four regularities elicit different
and predictable verbal descriptions and or elicit different types of moods in experimental
subjects.
In sum, by carefully generating stimuli that either do or do not follow the four regularities
thus far identified by researchers as melodic universals, it should be possible to understand much
about how these regularities individually and collectively predict various measures of aesthetic
processing, and something of the nature of the mental representations undergirding such
regularities. Doing so would hopefully inform the more difficult longer-term question of why
such regularities exist in the first place.
In the next section, I provide more technical details about the operationalization of the
four melodic regularities in the studies of this dissertation.

Operationalizing These Four Melodic Regularities for Empirical Studies
In order to test these questions, a bank of 16-note melodies was randomly generated using the
programming environment R. By randomizing the generation of the stimuli, and qualitatively
operationalizing each of the four regularities, experimenter bias should be almost completely
eliminated. This randomization process resulted in a large amount of variation in the melodies. This
process would generate a number of melodic phrases that seem highly musical, and of course many
phrases that will seem relatively unmusical. However, in this modern age of very diverse musical
styles, and the types of music used for cinematography and media, people might have become
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accustomed to dissonant and harsh sounding music, so in a sense they might all seem musical to
some people depending upon their individual music listening behaviors. Depending upon the results
of these current studies, this same corpus of melodies could well be used in the future for further
experimentation. It would give access to possibly answering questions along the lines of whether
factors like tempo and tone affect the importance of a melody’s adherence to or violation of these
regularities, and how all these things collectively might predict the moods and verbal descriptions
some types of melodic material elicits.
As mentioned, the melodic phrases to be used in these experiments were constructed using
the programming language R. Specifically, 64 melodic phrases were generated from sets of 16
randomly generated number sets. These number sets will consist of only eight possible numbers.
These eight numbers are 0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 12. These numbers actually represent the semitone
values of 0, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, and 12 semitones. These numbers (0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 12) represent
the number of semitones in a diatonic scale ordered in ascending pitches from a tonic (i.e., C D E F
G A B C). In the key of C, C6 is 0 semitones away from itself, D6 is 2 semitones away from C6, E6
is 4 semitones away from C6, F6 is 5 semitones away from C6, G6 is 7 semitones away from C6, A6
is 9 semitones away from C6, B6 is 11 semitones away from C6, and C7 is 12 semitones away from
C6. From a musical theory perspective, 0 semitones represents a unison (i.e., C6 to C6 ), 2 semitones
represents a major second (i.e., C6 to D6), 4 semitones represents a major third (i.e., C6 to E6 ), 5
semitones represents a perfect fourth (i.e., C6 to F6 ), 7 semitones represents a perfect fifth (i.e., C6
to G6 ), 9 semitones represents a major sixth (i.e., C6 to A6 ), 11 semitones represents a major
seventh (i.e., C6 to B6), and 12 semitones represents an octave (i.e., C6 to C7).
Beyond the basic randomly generated number sets which will be converted to melodic
phrases, R will also be programmed to generate five specific values for each of the number sets.
These five values are: step/leap ratio, descending ratios, contour values, and termination value. In
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order to generate melodies that can be used for this experiment, these five novel values were used to
select phrases appropriate for these experiments. The selection process was therefore necessarily
constrained; in other words, whether a melody was included in the bank of melodies used for these
experiments depended upon that particular melody’s step/leap ratio, descending ratios, contour
values, and termination value. The reason for these constraints in the selection process was to avoid
ambiguous melodies that neither clearly adhere to or clearly violate a particular regularity or
combination of regularities, while still allowing for a level of variability so that some of the phrases
have a higher adherence to a particular regularity or regularities, and some have lower levels of
adherence to a particular regularity or combination of regularities. Using this technique, a series of
multi-level regression analyses will be able to tease apart how powerful each of the regularities and
each of the combinations of regularities is in determining people’s ratings regarding the regularities
and combinations in question, as was described above.

Operationalizing Rule 1: Prevalence of small intervals over large intervals
The programming environment R was used to calculate the percent of the intervals in each
set that are greater or equal to a minor third, or three semitones (i.e., A6 to C7 or E6 to G6). This
value measured the level to which each number set adheres to the first regularity, which is that there
are more steps than leaps intervalically. Again, a step is here defined as an interval of one or two
semitones, in music theory this is called a conjunct interval, and a leap is an interval of three
semitones or more, called a disjunct interval in music theory. The value that represents the
percentages of intervals greater or equal to a minor third will be referred to as the step/leap ratio,
and this value will be calculated for each of the number sets. If a particular number set, for instance,
has a step/leap value of .5, then this set violates the rule that there are more steps than leaps because
50% of the adjacent intervals in the melodic phrase are greater or equal to three semitones. This
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violates the rule that there are more small intervals (one or two semitones) than large intervals (three
or more semitones). However, if a particular number set has a step/leap value of .15, then this set
adheres to the rule that there are more steps than leaps because only 15% of the adjacent intervals in
that melodic phrase are three semitones or greater. In order to avoid ambiguous phrases that do not
clearly adhere to or violate a particular regularity or combination of regularities, the selection
process of the randomly generated phrases will be constrained to phrases where the percentage of
steps falls between 100% and 66%, or between 0% and 33%. In other words, melodies will only be
included if the number of steps in the series falls between 100% and 66% of the total intervals in the
set because these melodies clearly adhere to the rule and between 0% and 33% because these
melodies clearly violate the rule. These percentages were transformed into z scores, which were also
subsequently transformed into squared z scores. Both the squared and unsquared z scores were used
in the regression analysis, the unsquared z scores were used to test for a linear function, and the
squared z scores were used to test for non-linear trajectories, in this case a quadratic function.

Operationalizing Rule 2: Tendency for larger intervals to ascend and smaller intervals to
descend
R was also used to calculated the percent of steps (i.e., one or two semitones) that decrease
and the percent of leaps (3 or more semitones) that decrease. Here, decreasing numbers represent
descending pitches and ascending numbers represent ascending pitches. These values indicate the
degree to which each number set adheres to the second rule, that steps tend to descend and leaps tend
to ascend. These values can be referred to as the descending ratios. In other words, if a particular
number set has a step descending ratio of .5 and a leap descending ratio of .5, then this set violates
the rule that steps tend to descend and leaps tend to ascend because steps and leaps are equal, both
occur 50% of the time. On the other hand, if a particular number set has a step descending ratio of
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.85 and a leap descending ratio of .15, then this set adheres to the rule that steps tend to descend and
leaps tend to ascend because steps descend 85% (ascend 15%) of the time and leaps ascend 85% of
the time (descend 15%). Here, in order to avoid ambiguous phrases that do not clearly adhere to or
violate this regularity, the selection process of melodies regarding this regularity will be constrained
to phrases that fall between 100% and 60% for descending steps and 0% and 40% for descending
leaps. In other words, melodies will only be included if between 100% and 60% of the intervallic
steps descend and between 100% and 60% of the leaps ascend, because this clearly adheres to the
rule that steps descend and leaps ascends, or where between 0% and 40% of the intervallic steps
descend and between 0% and 40% of the leaps ascend, because this clearly violates the rule that
steps descend and leaps ascends.

Operationalizing Rule 3: Tendency for melodic phrases to have an arch-shaped contour
The programming environment R was also used to divide each 16-item number set in half,
the first eight items being one half and the last eight items being the other half. The slope of each of
these halves was calculated. These two values give a measure of the number sets overall shape, or its
contour. These values were used to determine whether each number set adheres to the third melodic
regularity being studied here, which is that melodic phrases tend to show an arched shape contour
where they initially ascend, peak, then descend. These values can be referred to as the contour
values. In other words, if a particular number set has a contour value of -8 for the first half of the
number set and +8 for the second half, then this set violates the rule that melodic phrases tend to
ascend then descend because this melodic phrase descends (-8 contour value for the first half) then
ascends (+8 contour value for the second half). On the other hand, if a particular number set has a
contour value of +8 for the first half of the number set and -8 for the second half, then this set
adheres to the rule that melodic phrases tend to ascend then descend because the first half has a
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contour value of +8 and the second half has a contour value of -8. The constraint on the selection for
phrases regarding this regularity was phrases that are above + 6 for the first half of the melody and 6 for the second half, and had a clear arch shape. In other words, a melody must ascend initially with
a slope of at least + 6 and must terminate with a descending slope of at least – 6.

Operationalizing Rule 4: Tendency for melodic phrases to terminate on the tonic
Finally, since all the number sets represent the possible notes in a C major diatonic scale, the
final melodic regularity being observed here was measured dichotomously. Simply put, in order to
adhere to this rule, the number set must have terminated on either the number 0 or 12, both of which
numbers represent C notes, 0 represents the lower octave (C6) and 12 represents the higher octave
(C7). Therefore, this value will represent whether the number set terminates on the note C or not,
regardless of the octave (C6 or C7). If it does terminate on the note C, then the number sets clearly
adheres to the rule, if it does not end on the note C then it clearly violates the rule. There were no
constraints on the range for this measure because the melodic phrase either ends on the note C or
not, so there is nothing to constrain.
After these melodies was generated randomly using R, and the step/leap ratio, descending
ratios, contour values, and termination values were calculated, then each of these number sets were
converted into a midi file. Once converted into a midi file, actual melodic phrases were formed from
the raw number sets. All the notes for each of the melodies were rhythmically consistent, with all
notes being quarter notes played at 120 beats per minute. Also, as mentioned earlier, all the melodies
were played in the same key, C Major, in the sixth octave on a piano (between C6 and C7).

Conclusion
These four melodic regularities, thus operationalized, were used in a series of experiments to
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determine how they interact to influence people’s preferences and perceptions of how interesting and
well formed a melodic phrase is (Experiment 1). Also, I tested the degree to which each of these four
melodic regularities can be explicitly articulated by experimental subjects (Experiment 2) and
whether people’s melodic preferences can be changed by exposing them to particular types of
disliked melodic material (Experiment 3).
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH METHODS FOR EMPIRICAL EXPERIMENTATION
AND INTEGRATION OF FOUR STATISTICAL REGULARITIES
IN MELODIC PHRASES

Introduction and Overview of Experiments 1A, 1B, 1C, and 1D.
As mentioned, in the melodic structure of music there are a number of known regularities to
which it seems people become accustomed over the course of their lives. One fairly obvious example
in western countries is the diatonic system: it is fairly easy to observe that even with no musical
training most listeners in Western countries can identify when a passage of music seems odd, or out
of tune. Here I propose a series of experiments to test people’s preferences toward, explicit
knowledge of, and flexibility of the four melodic regularities described in the previous chapter.
Recall that the four regularities are: there is an increased prevalence of small intervals over larger
intervals (Rule 1), large intervals tend to ascend and small intervals tend to descend (Rule 2), the
overall contour of melodies tends to ascend then to descend (Rule 3), and that melodies tend to end
on the tonic (Rule 4). These experiments could help shed some light on the nature of people’s mental
representations of these melodic regularities, and facilitate the observation of possible interactions
among these regularities as they have hereto only been studied individually (e.g., Huron, 2006; Vos
& Troost, 1989). I also observe how sensitive people’s perceptions are to gradations of each of these
regularities and combinations of them, and how stable people’s aesthetic ratings are regarding these
regularities.
In this first set of experiments, labeled throughout this paper as Experiments1A, 1B, 1C,
and 1D, I observed the degree that these regularities interact to influence people’s perception of
well formed-ness, and their ratings of interestingness, and their melodic preferences. Experiment
1A is an initial deep dive exploration into these questions, using all four regularities and their 16
combinations, essentially gathering baseline ratings to be used for further studies. Experiment 1B
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is a refinement and reanalysis of the data gathered in Experiment 1A, based on the apparently
overwhelming effect of one of the regularities (a tonic end) had on the overall results.
Experiment 1C builds on Experiment 1B by dividing the 64 melodic phrases used in Experiment
1A into two banks of phrases, those that end on the tonic and those that do not, then experimental
subjects were exposed to both sets of melodic phrases using a within-subjects design, in separate
blocks of the experiment. This was done to try to give the other three rules (i.e., other than the
tonic ending, Rule 4) a chance to influence ratings without the overwhelming influence of Rule
4, a phrase ending on the tonic, which seemed to be the only one that had a strongly predictive
effect in Experiment 1A. Thus, Experiment 1C represents a within-subjects version of
Experiment 1B, in which within-block mixes of tonic and non-tonic ending phrases were
analyzed separately after the fact. Finally, Experiment 1D explored the issue of tonic versus nontonic endings in somewhat more detail; here I tested responses to four different diatonic nontonic endings, to determine if other final diatonic tones (i.e., mediant (E), sub mediant (A),
dominant (G), and super tonic (D)) besides the tonic (C) would have an effect on people’s
preferences and ratings of the melodies.

Experiment 1A: Melodic Regularities as Predictors of Aesthetic Response

Experiment 1A: Methods
In order to examine the four previously discussed melodic regularities, the first step was to
attempt to replicate the result of Vos and Troost (1989), which indicated that people generally have a
preference for melodies that have more small intervals than large intervals (defined as Rule 1
throughout this paper), and that adhere to the regularity that smaller intervals have a tendency to
descend and larger intervals have a tendency to ascend (defined as Rule 2 throughout this paper).
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Participants
A total of 28 undergraduate psychology students were recruited for this experiment from
the undergraduate subject pool at Brooklyn College.
Procedure
In Experiment 1A, I measured the degree to which the four previously discussed melodic
regularities interact to influence people’s perception of expected musical well formed-ness, their
ratings of interestingness, and their melodic preferences. In order to do that, 28 participants were
exposed to 64 melodic phrases generated for these experiments; there were four melodic phrases
for each of the 16 combinations of the four rules (see Table 2). In these analyses, binary codes
for whether or not a particular melody followed or violated each of the four proposed rules were
treated as the level-1 independent variables in the regression equation (coded as 1 for following
the rule, and 0 for not following the rule). After hearing each melodic phrase, the participants
were asked to rate the melody on three scales: well formedness, interestingness, and preference.
In other words, after hearing each melody, participants first specified how well-formed they
consider the melody to be along a seven-point Likert scale; they then gave their ratings of how
interesting they thought the melody was along a seven-point Likert scale; finally, they were then
asked to rate their preference for each melody on a seven-point Likert scale. Each of the
responses could potentially be treated as a separate dependent measure; as it turns out, all three
were significantly positively correlated (see Table 3), and thus were treated as a single dependent
measure based on the results of a principal components analysis (see Table 4). Since the
principal component analysis only revealed one component, both rotated (using varimax
rotation) and unrotated factor scores were then computed using SPSS; the rotated and unrotated
factor scores were identical, therefore the unrotated factor scores were selected to be used as the
dependent measure to represent the initial three dependent measures of well-formedness,
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interestingness, and preference. This dependent variable thus assesses something akin to
aesthetic liking, with higher scores representing greater liking.

Table 2. Combinations of adherence versus violation of each melodic regularity (or rule) in the
current studies. (1 = adheres to rule, 0 = violates rule).
______________________________________________________________________________

To implement the experimental design, an experimental interface was created using the
program Livecode. This interface prompted participants through the experiment. Participants
indicated their ratings to each of the three dependent measures by using the computer mouse.
Each participant’s data was recorded by Livecode as a text file.
The order of the melodic phrases was randomized, once the order has been established, all 28
participants were exposed to the resulting 64 melodic stimuli in the exact same order (See appendix
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D). The analysis here aims to show the possible relations among the four proposed rules and the
factor scores that represent the three initial dependent measures of well-formedness, interestingness,
and preference. Ultimately, the results of this study were analyzed using hierarchical linear
modeling, or HLM (Raudenbusch & Bryk, 2002), with responses to melodies nested within the
individual participants.

Experiment 1A: Results
Correlations Among Dependent Measures and Principal Components Analysis
As hinted at above, after the data were collected, it was discovered that the three dependent
measures of well-formedness, interestingness, and preference and were all highly and positively
correlated (see Table 3). Since these measures were all highly correlated, they should not be
analyzed as separate independent measures, since doing so runs the risk of substantial alpha inflation
and making a Type I statistical error. Thus, in order to reduce and simplify the data as well as avoid
the issue of alpha inflation, a principal components analysis was done using SPSS. The results of this
un-rotated factor analysis showed only one component with all three of these dependent measures
loading significantly onto that component, with that single factor accounting for 84.184% of the
variance in the measures (See Table 4). Unrotated factor scores for each participant’s response to
each melody served as the dependent variable in all HLM analyses at level 1, and average factor
scores for each participant were computed based on these data, and these average scores were used
as a dependent measure for level-2 analyses. Throughout later Experiments in this dissertation, a
similar approach was adopted to generate the dependent variable of aesthetic liking.

Table 3: Correlations among the three dependent measures, Experiment 1A.
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B.
.870***

B. Interest
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C
.699***
.714***

C. Preference

_________________________________________
Note. df = 1790 for each analysis. *** p < .001

Table 4: Eigenvalues and explained variances from principal components analysis, Experiment 1A.

Cumulative %
Explained
Variance

Component

Eigenvalue

% Explained
Variance

1

2.56

84.184

84.184

2

0.345

11.512

85.696

3
0.129
4.304
100.000
______________________________________________________________________________

HLM Rationale and Analysis
To assess the general potency of each of the four regularities being studied here, and their
individual and combined influence on the outcome variables of aesthetic ratings of wellformedness, interestingness, and preference, for melodic phrases that vary according to which of
the four regularities are being violated and which are not, the technique of hierarchical linear
modeling, or HLM (Raudenbusch & Bryk, 2002) was used. As noted above, HLM is a multilevel regression technique suitable for analyzing data with a nested structure, as in the present
study. Specifically, individual raters’ assessments are nested within particular melodic phrases,
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which themselves differed depending on which of the four regularities were being violated and
which were not, as were given in Table 2.
Initially, using HLM, all the data from Experiment 1A were analyzed together. As noted
above, and to anticipate the results a bit, melodic phrases that ended on the tonic differed
substantially in their ratings from those that did not. Thus, these two sets of melodies were
subsequently analyzed separately in Experiment 1B.
As mentioned, factor scores from the principal components analysis were computed and
these were used as the dependent variable for the level-1 HLM analyses; moreover, average factor
scores for each participant were computed which were used as the nesting variable for the level-2
HLM analyses in this study. Recall that the level-1 analysis echoes basic multiple regression
analyses, in which an outcome variable (here, the particular component score is predicted by a set of
predictor variables, which are the four melodic regularities). The main difference is that in multiple
regression each participant contributes only one set of observations to the data set, while in the level1 analysis of HLM, each participant contributes numerous observations to the data set. Thus,
observations are nested within each participant in the level-1 analysis. In comparison, the level-2
analysis maintains the same kind of nesting of observations within participants, but uses individual
differences among the participants themselves (i.e., in this case average factor scores are used as the
level-2 measure) to explore whether these individual differences are associated with variability in the
level-1 regression coefficients. In these analyses, the level-2 nesting variable is the average factor
score for each participant across all of their ratings. It thus represents each participant’s willingness
to provide high scores on the survey questions (well-formedness, interestingness, and preference) to
the melodies in general; the higher the factor score, the more generous the rater. While this level-2
nesting variable is necessary for the structure of the HLM statistical analysis, it is more of a
convenience than a strongly theoretically motivated aspect of the analysis.
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Level-1 HLM Results
In both the level-1 and level-2 analyses, the data were analyzed two distinct ways. At
each level of analysis, the data were first analyzed in an individual manner, where each of the
four independent variables (i.e., each of the four melodic regularities) were used individually to
predict participants’ ratings, and then, secondly, in an integrated fashion, where all four melodic
regularities were used together to predict aesthetic ratings of well-formedness, interestingness,
and preference.
The results of the level-1 individual analyses indicate that the only one of the four
melodic regularities had any reliable predictive power in aesthetic ratings of melodic phrases:
which is whether the phrase ended on the tonic or not (Rule 4). The coefficient is positive and
quite robust, both as a level-1 predictor when all four regularities are analyzed separately (b =
.164, SE = .052, t = 3.207, p = .004 – see Table 5), as well as when all four independent
variables are analyzed together in an integrated regression analysis (b = .163, SE = .051, t =
3.164, p = .004 – see Table 6). In both cases, the signs of the coefficient suggests a positive
relationship between aesthetic ratings for melodic phrases that end on the tonic, which means
that aesthetic ratings are higher for melodic phrases that end on the tonic than for those that do
not end on the tonic. The χ2 statistics in both the individual and integrated analyses for the tonic
ending were significant, suggesting that although people seem to rate melodic phrases higher if
they have a tonic ending than if they do not have a tonic ending, there remains substantial
variability in this effect between individual raters. Several of the other variables likewise showed
significant individual variability in their effects, given by the significant χ2 statistics in the far
right columns of Tables 5 and 6.

Table 5. Individual Level-1 models predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity.
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Coefficient

SE

t
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χ2

Level-1 Explained Variance

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.015

.017

-0.882

.00

34.1

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

-.224

.016

-1.235

.01

32.0

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.012

.008

1.437

.01

23.6

Rule 3 (Contour)

.004

.036

0.133

.00

53.0**

Rule 4 (Tonic)

.164

.052

3.207**

.04

79.2***

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity rule, df =
27 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to
the main questions of interest. *** p < .001, **p < .01.

Table 6. Integrated Level-1 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

χ2

Level-1 Explained Variance

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.016

.016

-1.015

28.9

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

-.023

.017

-1.324

39.5**

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.009

.006

1.033

Rule 3 (Contour)

-.002

.036

-0.076

.163

.051

Rule 4 (tonic ending)
Level-1

23.9
55.3***

3.164**

82.5***
.08

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Note. For each melodic regularity rule, df = 27 for each t statistic. The intercept term is not
reported, as it is incidental to the main question of interest. *** p < .001, **p < .01.

Arguably, Table 6 is the single most important encapsulation of results bearing on the
central question of this dissertation: the relative impact of the four melodic regularities, in a
context where all four regularities play out in the stimuli and in the multi-level regression
analysis. (The other results later in the dissertation are largely efforts to explore ways of pulling
out significant effects of the other three regularities in situations where a tonic ending has been
controlled for, and to understand the nature of the representation underlying this regularity). The
primary result of Table 6 is very clear: a tonic ending is the most potent predictor of aesthetic
liking among all four melodic regularities. The level-1 results of Experiment 1A indicate that of
all four melodic regularities being studied here, the only one that seems to have a reliable effect
on people’s aesthetic ratings overall is whether the melodic phrase ends on the tonic or not. A
melody having a tonic (versus a non-tonic) ending is such a salient feature of melodies that it
appears to completely swamp any potential effects of the other melodic regularities, in terms of
aesthetic response. This was intuitively predicted at the onset of these studies, as of all four
melodic regularities being observed here, whether a melodic phrase ended on the tonic seemed to
be the most likely component of the phrases being used here to have a predictable effect on
people’s ratings. Below, in Experiment 1 B, I will reanalyze the data from Experiment 1A,
separating trials with a tonic ending from those with a non-tonic ending. I will also collect
additional data to attempt to remove the strong effects of a tonic ending. However, already, this
level-1 finding in Experiment 1A suggests that Rule 4 (a tonic ending) may be different in
important ways from the other three rules under consideration. It might simply be so perceptually
obvious or familiar from past listening experience, that that particular quality overrides the
effects of any of the other rules, even if they in reality had actual (if weaker) influences on
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aesthetic liking. Therefore, Experiment 1B reanalyzes the same data from experiment 1A, except
that post hoc blocks were created, one block of data reflecting ratings of melodies with tonic
endings and one block representing ratings from phrases that did not end on the tonic. I will
proceed to those analyses after first examining the level-2 HLM models for Experiment 1A.

Level-2 HLM Results
The level-2 model assesses the relative weights of the combinations of the four melodic
regularities on predicting aesthetic ratings while considering individual differences in ratings. As
with the level-1 analyses, here there was both a separated analysis where each independent
variable is analyzed individually, and an integrated analysis where all four independent variables
(i.e., the four melodic regularities) are analyzed together as an ensemble.
The results of the two sets of analyses are rather similar, so I will discuss them together.
The results of the individual level-2 HLM analyses are shown in Table 7, and the results of the
integrated level-2 HLM analysis are shown in Table 8. Both of these analyses indicate that three
of the melodic regularities (Rules 1, 3, and 4) show significant effects.
In the individual analysis, Rule 1, whether there are more smaller intervals than larger
intervals, showed a significant level-2 linear effect, and a marginally significant level-2 quadratic
effect (recall that the raw data were transformed into z scores to test for a linear function, and
squared z scores to test for a quadratic function). In the individual analysis, Rule 1 showed a
significant linear level-2 effect (b = .137, SE =.064, t = 2.145, p = .04), and significant level-2
quadratic effect (b = -.111, SE = .047, t = 2.361, p = .02). These results suggest that individuals
with higher average factor scores overall tend to rate melodic phrases that have more steps than
leaps higher than melodic phrases that do not have more steps than leaps (see Table 7). The
negative level-2 quadratic effect suggests that individuals with higher average factor scores rate
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melodic phrases that have a moderate amount of more steps than leaps higher than melodic
phrases that have an excessively high or low amount of more steps than leaps, but individuals
with lower average factor scores rate melodic phrases that have a moderate amount of more steps
than leaps higher than melodic phrases that have an excessive high or low amount of more steps
than leaps. In both cases, the χ2 statistics were non-significant, suggesting that the level-2 effects
of Rule 1 do not leave substantially varied residuals at the individual level.
In the integrated analysis, Rule 1 likewise showed significant level-2 effects: a
marginally significant positive level-2 linear effect (b = .112, SE = .062, t = 1.805, p = .08), and
a negative level-2 quadratic effect (b = -.140, SE = .052, t = -2.690, p = .04). Here, with the
results of the un-squared z scores, the sign of the coefficient was positive, suggesting that
individual with higher average factor scores rate melodies higher if they have more steps than
leaps. The negative level-2 quadratic effect suggests that individuals with higher average factor
scores rate melodic phrases that have a moderate amount of more steps than leaps higher than
melodic phrases that have an excessive amount of more steps than leaps. Again, in both cases,
the χ2 statistics were non-significant, suggesting that the level-2 effects of Rule 1 do not leave
substantially varied residuals at the individual level.
In the level-2 analysis, there was also a significant effect for Rule 3 (an arch-shaped
contour), which yielded reliable effects both as a level-2 predictor when all four regularities were
analyzed are analyzed individually (b = -.390, SE = .079, t = -4.923, p < .001) and when they
were analyzed together in an integrated regression analysis (b = -.381, SE = .076, t = -4.967, p <
.001). The signs of the level-2 coefficients in both analyses were negative, suggesting that
individuals that have overall lower average factor scores rate melodic phrases that show an archshaped contour higher than melodic phrases that do not show an arch shaped contour (see Tables
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7 and 8). Here, in both analyses, the χ2 statistics were significant, revealing significant remaining
individual-level variability beyond those explained by the level-2 effects.
Finally, whether or not the melodic phrase ended on the tonic (Rule 4) showed a
significant effect in the separated individual (b = -.621, SE = .125, t = -4.943, p < .001), as well
as in the integrated analysis (b = -.639, SE = .130, t = -4.88, p < .001). Interestingly, similar to
the Rule 3 effects, the signs of the coefficient were both negative, suggesting that individuals
with higher overall factor averages rate melodic phrases that end on the tonic lower than those
that do not end on the tonic. The χ2 statistics were also both significant, revealing significant
remaining individual-level variability beyond those explained by the level-2 effects.
For Rule 2 (ascending leaps and descending steps), no statistically significant level-1 or
level-2 effects were found at the .05 level. This suggests that Vos and Troost’s (1989) observed
regularity of ascending leaps and descending steps does not play a substantial overall role in
aesthetic response and is also not modulated by level-2 individual differences in tendency to give
higher ratings to the melodies. There was, however, a marginally significant positive level-2
trend, though only in the integrated level-2 analysis. This suggests that participants who gave
higher ratings overall to the melodies responded somewhat more favorably to melodies showing
more ascending leaps and descending steps.

Table 7. Individual Level-2 models predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-2 Explained Variance

χ2

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)
Level-2 Effect)

.012
.137

.023
.064

0.559
2.145*

.01

28.7

Rule 1 (Quadratic)
Level-2 Effect

-.045
-.111

.021
.064

-2.097*
-2.361*

.02

28.3

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.019

.010

1.866(*)
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.033

.021

1.555

.00

Rule 3(Contour)
Level-2 Effect

.075
-.390

.040
.079

-1.868(*)
-4.923***

.05

37.4***

Rule 4 (Tonic)
Level-2 Effect

.036
-.621

.052
.125

0.705
-4.943***

.05

50.0***

55

22.7

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. For each melodic regularity rule, df = 26 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model
are not reported, as these are incidental to the main question of interest. *** p < .001, * p < .05,
(*) p < .10.

Again, the results of the integrated and separated level-2 HLM analyses show an almost
identical pattern, indicating that three of the melodic regularities have a significant effect (Rule
1, Rule 3, and Rule 4). The only real difference between the two sets of results, was seen in Rule
1, which showed in the individual analysis a significant linear effect and a marginally significant
quadratic effect, but in the integrated analysis showed the opposite, a marginally significant
linear effect and a statistically significant quadratic effect.

Table 8. Integrated Level-2 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

χ2

Level-2 Explained Variance

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)
Level-2 Effect

.007
.112

.020
.062

0.344
1.805(*)

.00

25.2

Rule 1 (Quadratic)
Level-2 Effect

-.052
-.140

.023
.052

-2.263*
-2.690**

.01

33.5

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)
Level-2 Effect

.018
.045

.010
.024

1.787(*)
1.838(*)

.00

Rule 3 (Contour)
Level-2 Effect

-.080
-.381

.041
.076

-1.950 (*)
-4.967***

.04

40.4**

Rule 4 (Tonic)
Level-2 Effect

.032
-.639

.052
.130

0.613
-4.887***

.06

50.8***

22.2
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. For each melodic regularity rule, df = 26 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model
are not reported, as these are incidental to the main question of interest. *** p < .001, ** p < .01,
* p < .05, (*) p < .10.

Experiment 1A: Discussion
The goals of Experiment 1A was to begin to tease apart the possible influence of the four
melodic regularities being studied throughout this dissertation. It was found that after an HLM
analysis that the only significant predictor at level-1on participants’ ratings of melodic phrases was
whether or not the phrase ended on the tonic (Rule 4). Higher ratings were given to melodies with
tonic endings compared to melodies with non-tonic endings, both when the four independent
variables (i.e., the four rules) were analyzed via HLM, either separately or in an integrated manner.
Clearly, this is the most salient and obvious aspect of predicting people’s ratings across the board
without accounting for individual differences among participants’ individual rating tendencies.
The results of the individual level-2 HLM analyses indicate the melodic regularities had
statistically reliable level-2 effects on aesthetic liking. This was especially true of Rule 1, Rule 3 and
Rule 4, which showed statistically significant level-2 effects in both the individual and integrated
analyses. (In passing, I note that even Rule 2 showed a marginally significant level-2 effect, though
only in the integrated analysis.) Overall, the results suggest that individuals with higher average
factor scores tend to more highly rate melodic phrases that have more steps than leaps, and
especially a moderate amount of more steps (reflecting, respectively, the linear and quadratic effects
of Rule 1), and that these same persons also tend to give lower ratings to melodies with strongly
arch-shaped contours or tonic endings.
In all, the Level-1 effects show that Rule 4, whether a melodic phrase ends on the tonic
has the greatest effect, with tonic endings eliciting higher ratings. However, the Level-2 analysis
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revealed additional nuances in terms of individual differences in the ways people rate melodies
with various characteristics. In sum, the results indicate that the operationalization of the
melodies as performed in this dissertation show some promise for capturing the relative overall
level-1 aesthetic impact of the regularities, as well as additional level-2 wrinkles in the relative
power of the regularities.

Experiment 1B: Melodic Regularities as Predictors of Aesthetic Response,
Split by Tonic Versus Non-Tonic Ending (Re-Analysis of Experiment 1A)

Recall, as mentioned in the previous section, that Experiment 1B serves as a reanalysis of
the data gathered in Experiment 1A, except that here the data were divided into two separate
blocks. One block comprised the data resulting from melodic phrases that ended on the tonic,
and another block comprised the data resulting from melodic phrases that did not end on the
tonic.

Experiment 1B: Method
Participants
A total of 28 undergraduate psychology students were recruited for this experiment from
the Brooklyn College subject pool.
Procedure
Since whether a phrase ended on the tonic was the only regularity that offered any predictive
power, the same results were reanalyzed post hoc. The data from Experiment 1A were subsequently
split into two discrete data sets: a data set including the phrases that ended on the tonic, and a data
set including only phrases that did not end on the tonic. As with Experiment 1A, each data set was
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analyzed with each of the four rules first analyzed separately and then with all four rules being
analyzed simultaneously in an integrated model. This was done both at level-1 and level-2 using
HLM.
Experiment 1B: Results
Level-1 HLM Results: Tonic Endings
The results of the data that included only melodic phrases with tonic endings in the individual
analysis and integrated analysis were very similar. Both showed that Rule 1 had a no significant
level-1 linear effects, but it did show marginally significant level-1 quadratic effects in both the
individual analysis (b = -.039, SE = .023, t = -1.164, p = .091), and in the integrated analysis (b = .043, SE = .024, t = -1.751, p = .089). Here, the signs of the coefficients are both negative,
suggesting that there is a trend, although not statistically significant, for individuals to rate melodic
phrases higher if they have a moderate amount of more steps than leaps, but if there are far more
steps than leaps, or far less, then those melodic phrases elicit the lowest ratings (see Tables 9 and
10). The rule 1 quadratic variable showed marginally significance remaining variability, evident by
the χ2 statistics in Tables 9 and 10.

Table 9. Individual Level-1 models predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-1 Explained Variance

χ2

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.020

.019

-1.065

.01

21.7

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

-.039

.023

-1.647(*)

.01

34.1(*)

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.006

.009

0.689

.00

16.2

Rule 3 (Contour)

-.045

.052

-0.864

.00

59.8***
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______________________________________________________________________________
Note. For each melodic regularity, df = 27 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are
not reported, as these are incidental to the main question of interest. *** p < .001, (*) p < .10.

Table 10. Integrated Level-1 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-1 Explained Variance

χ2

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.019

.018

-1.051

20.1

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

-.043

.024

-1.751(*)

35.8(*)

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.007

.009

0.822

15.1

Rule 3 (Contour)

-.048

.051

-0.943

58.0***

Level-1

.06

______________________________________________________________________________
Note. For each melodic regularity, df = 27 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are
not reported, as these are incidental to the main question of interest. *** p < .001, (*) p < .10.

Level-1 HLM Results: Non-Tonic Endings
As with tonic-ending trials, the results of the level-1 individual and integrated analysis for
melodic phrases that did not end on the tonic also were likewise very similar to each other,
though the overall pattern of results differed from those with tonic endings. Specifically, for nontonic endings, Rule 3 had a marginally significant effect (b = .060, SE = .031, t = 1.866, p = .07)
in the individual analysis (see Table 11), and in the integrated analysis (b = .063, SE = .034, t =
1.822, p = .08) (see Table 12). The signs of the coefficients in both cases were both positive,
which can be interpreted to suggest that if people are exposed to only melodic phrases that do not
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end on the tonic, people seem to rate them somewhat higher if they show an arch-shaped
contour.

Table 11. Individual Level-1 models predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that do not end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-1 Explained Variance

χ2

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.012

.021

-0.606

.01

27.3

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

-.005

.024

-0.244

.00

36.2

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.012

.012

0.997

.01

Rule 3 (Contour)

.060

.031

1.866(*)

.03

22.1
21.2

Note. For each melodic regularity, df = 27 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are
not reported, as these are incidental to the main question of interest. (*) p < .10.

Table 12. Integrated Level-1 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that do not end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-1 Explained Variance

χ2

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.003

.020

0.160

23.1

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

.004

.026

0.160

41.3*

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.014

.013

1.133

24.9

Rule 3 (Contour)

.063

.034

1.822(*)

22.2

Level-1

.03
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Note. For each melodic regularity, df = 27 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are
not reported, as these are incidental to the main question of interest. * p < .05, (*) p < .10.

Level-2 HLM Results: Tonic Endings
The results of the level-2 individual analysis for melodic phrases that end on the tonic
were largely consistent across the individual and integrated HLM models. They indicated that
Rule 1 showed a positive level-2 quadratic effect (b = .068, SE = .018, t = 3.682, p =.04) in the
individual analysis (see Table 13) as well as the integrated analysis (b = .072, SE = .017, t =
4.072, p < .001) (see Table 14). The sign of the coefficient was positive, which means that if
people are exposed to only melodic phrases that end on the tonic, people that rate such melodic
phrases higher overall seem to rate phrases lower if they have a moderate amount of smaller
intervals than larger intervals. Rule 3 also showed a positive level-2 effect (b = .107, SE = .044, t
= 2.391, p = .04) in the individual analysis (see Table 13) as well as in the integrated analysis (b
= .105, SE = .044, t = 2.394, p = .03) (see Table 14). Because the sign of the coefficient was
positive, this can be interpreted to suggest that if people are exposed to only melodic phrases that
end on the tonic, people that rate melodic phrases higher overall seem to rate phrases even higher
if they show an arch-shaped contour.
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Table 13. Individual Level-2 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

χ2

Level-2 Explained Variance

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)
Level-2 Effect

-0.020
-0.025

0.018
0.017

-1.090
-1.419

.00

20.4

Rule 1 (Quadratic)
Level-2 Effect

-0.040
0.068

0.019
0.018

-2.059*
3.682**

.03

22.9

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)
Level-2 Effect

0.006
-0.001

0.009
0.009

0.696
-0.158

.00

16.2

Rule 3 (Contour)
Level-2 Effect

-0.046
0.107

0.047
0.044

0.981
2.391*

.02

49.4**

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. For each melodic regularity, df = 26 for each t statistic. ** p < .01, ** p < .05.

Table 14. Integrated Level-2 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity,
only for melodies that end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

χ2

Level-2 Explained Variance

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)
Level-2 Effect

-.019
.023

.018
.018

-1.074
-1.319

.00

Rule 1 (Quadratic)
Level-2 Effect

-.043
.072

.019
.017

-2.238*
4.072***

.04

22.8

Rule2 (Asymmetry)
Level-2 Effect

.008
-.009

.009
.009

0.854
-0.950

.00

14.7

Rule 3 (Contour)
Level-2 Effect

-.049
.105

.046
.044

-1.069
2.394*

.02

18.9

48.0***

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. For each melodic regularity, df = 26 for each t statistic. *** p < .001, * p < .05.
Level-2 HLM Results: Non-Tonic Endings
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The level-2 analyses of melodic phrases that do not end on the tonic showed different
results than the previous analyses of melodies that ended on the tonic. Specifically, in the
individual analyses, Rule 1 showed a marginally significant positive level-2 linear effect (b =
.038, SE = .020, t = 1.862, p = .08) (see Table 15). In the integrated level-2 analysis of melodic
phrases that do not end on the tonic, Rule 1 showed a positive level-2 linear effect (b = .043, SE
= .020, t = 2.167, p =.04) (see Table 16). The positive coefficient suggests that if people are
exposed to only melodic phrases that do not end on the tonic, people that rate melodic phrases
higher overall seem to rate phrases even higher if they have more smaller intervals than larger
intervals. No other independent variables showed any significant level-2 effects in the individual
or integrated analyses.

Table 15. Individual Level-2 models predicting aesthetic ratings from melodic each regularity, only for
melodies that end do not on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-2 Explained Variance

χ2

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Intercept
Rule 1 (Linear)

-.009
.038

.020
.020

-0.465
1.862(*)

.02

26.0

Intercept
Rule 1 (Z quadratic )

-.006
-.010

.024
.031

-0.274
-0.342

.00

37.1(*)

Intercept
Rule 2 (Assymetry)

.012
.001

.012
.015

0.963
-0.112

.00

22.7

Intercept
Rule 3 (contour )

.060
.009

.031
.033

.00

21.7

1.928(*)
0.294

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. For each melodic regularity, df = 26, (*) p < .10.
Table 16. Integrated Level-2 Model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity,
only for melodies that do not end on the tonic.
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SE

t

Level-2 Explained Variance
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χ2

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Intercept
Rule 1 (Linear)

-.002
.043

.019
.020

-0.014
2.167*

.02

21.3

Intercept
Rule 1 (Quadratic )

.003
-.007

.027
.034

0.133
-0.225

.00

42.4**

Intercept
Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.014
0.00

.013
.018

1.106
-0.117.

.00

25.6

Intercept
Rule 3 (Contour )

-.065
.028

.034
.035

1.937(*)
0.788

.05

22.5

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. For each melodic regularity, df = 26 for each t statistic.* p < .05, (*) p < .10.

Experiment 1B: Discussion
As mentioned above, Experiment 1B was a re-analysis of the results from Experiment 1A.
There was a post hoc separation of the data into two data sets, participants’ ratings of phrases that
ended on the tonic, and a set of data including the ratings for only phrases that did not end on the
tonic. Controlling for tonic endings allows the other rules to have a shot at influencing the ratings of
participants. Since there were really two sets of results, one with the data gathered from the melodic
phrases in Experiment 1A that ended on the tonic, and one with data gathered from the melodic
phrases from Experiment 1A that did not end on the tonic, I will discuss these as separate analyses.
When the two datasets were separated, and the direct effect of Rule 4 was taken out of the picture as
an independent variable, Rules 1 and 3 seem to show some systematic level-1 effects, those these
differed for melodies that either ended on the tonic or not. For melodies with tonic endings, Rule 1
(more smaller intervals than larger intervals), showed a consistent (if marginal) negative level-1
quadratic effect. For melodies without tonic endings, Rule 3 (an arch-shaped melodic contour)
showed a consistent (if also marginal) positive level-1 effect. This might suggest that when only
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hearing phrases that end on the tonic, Rule 1 plays a role in influencing people’s aesthetic ratings,
but, when only exposed to phrases that do not end on the tonic, Rule 3 seems to play a role in
influencing people’s aesthetic ratings. There is no definitive a priori reason why Rule 1 would show
an effect with tonic endings, and Rule 3 when there are no tonic endings. However, regardless, this
seems to suggest some type of interaction between whether a phrase ends on the tonic and the types
of other melodic characteristics that influence the way people perceive melodic phrases. This is an
interesting finding that might warrant further scrutiny to unpack the psychological dynamics at play.
In the level-2 analyses, when only exposed to phrases that do end on the tonic, Rules 1 and 3
showed the only statistically significant effects. When only exposed to phrases that ended on the
tonic, Rule 1 showed significant positive quadratic level-2 effects, and Rule 3 showed positive
effects as well. For non-tonic endings, only Rule 1 showed positive linear effects. Collectively, these
results suggest that there is an interaction between the way people rate different combinations of
these melodic regularities, and whether people are ratings melodies that either all do or do not end on
the tonic. In sum, Rules 1 and 3 seem to show the greatest influence once tonic endings are being
controlled. Rule 2 did not seem to have much of an effect, in contrast to what Vos and Troost (1989)
found in their studies. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear.

Experiment 1C: Melodic Regularities as Predictors of Aesthetic Response,
Split by Tonic Versus Non-Tonic Ending (New Data)

Recall, as mentioned in the previous section, Experiment 1C serves as a complement of
Experiment 1A. However, unlike Experiment 1B, which analyzed two within blocks of melodic
phrases post hoc; one block consisted melodic phrases that ended on the tonic, and another block
consisted of melodic phrases that did not end on the tonic, Experiment 1C also separated the
melodic phrases into two blocks: phrases that ended on the tonic and phrases that did not end on
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the tonic. However, in Experiment 1C, data were gathered in two discrete experimental blocks.
Participants were exposed to each block separately, so they heard one block of melodic phrases
where each phrase ended on the tonic and then another block of melodic phrases where each
phrase did not end on the tonic. The order in which participants were exposed to each block was
counterbalanced, where 50% of participants were first exposed to the tonic block first then the
non-tonic block, and 50% were exposed to the non-tonic block first then the tonic block. This
design is an attempt to control for the overwhelming influence that the tonic ending seems to
have on people’s aesthetic ratings of melodic phrases. It is thought that since the presence of a
tonic ending swamped the effects of the other three rules, controlling the tonic endings
experimentally, instead of statistically as was done in Experiment 1B, might allow for a different
perspective on determining how the other three rules may influence people’s aesthetic ratings.

Experiment 1C: Method
Participants
A sample of 30 undergraduate psychology students were recruited for this experiment
from an undergraduate subject pool at Brooklyn College.
Procedure
Here, the 30 participants were exposed first to only one of the two data sets from experiment
1A, either only phrases that ended on other tonic or that did not. The order that participants were
exposed to one of the two banks of phrases was counterbalanced. Each participant was exposed to
both banks of melodies and ratings were taken. The order of exposure was counterbalanced; half
were exposed to the tonic phrases first, and half were exposed to the non-tonic endings first.
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Experiment 1C: Results
Correlations Among Dependent Measures and Principal Components Analyses
Here again, the three dependent measures of melodic phrases that end on the tonic of
interestingness and preference (r = .679, p < .001), interestingness and well-formedness (r = .656, p
< .001), and preference and well-formedness (r = .679, p < .001) were all highly correlated (see
Table 17). Also, the dependent measures for the melodic phrases that do not end on the tonic of
interestingness and preference (r = .682, p < .001), interestingness and well-formedness (r = .661, p
< .001), and preference and well formedness (r = .792, p < .001) were likewise all highly correlated
(see Table 18). Since these measures were all highly correlated, a reduction analysis was done using
SPSS. The results of this analysis showed only one component with all three of these dependent
measures (see Tables 19 and 20). Therefore, factor scores were computed and these were used as the
dependent variable at both level 1 and level 2 for the HLM analyses for this study.
First, a paired samples t test was done to test whether there was a difference between
ratings of phrases that did end on the tonic and that did not end on the tonic. The results showed a
significant difference t (29) = 1.69, p = .047, between phrases that did end on the tonic (M = .378,
SD = .96) and that did not end on the tonic (M = .055, SD = .70).

Table 16: Correlations among the three dependent measures, Experiment 1C.
A.
A. Well-formed
B. Interesting

B.
.656***

C
.806***
.679***

C. Preference

_________________________________________
Note. df = 1890 for each analysis. *** p < .001
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Table 17: Correlations among the three dependent measures, Experiment 1C.
A.
A. Well-formed

B.
.656***

B. Interesting

C
.806***
.679***

C. Preference

_________________________________________
Note. df = 1890 for each analysis. *** p < .001

Table 18: Correlations among the three dependent measures, Experiment 1C.
A.
A. Well-formed

B.
.661***

B. Interesting

C
.792***
.682***

C. Preference

_________________________________________
Note. df = 1890 for each analysis. *** p < .001

Table 19: Eigenvalues and explained variances from principal components analysis, only for
melodies that end on the tonic, Experiment 1C.

Eigenvalue

% Explained
Variance

Cumulative %
Explained
Variance

1

2.41

80.326

80.326

2

0.382

12.737

90.063

Component

3
0.208
6.937
100.000
______________________________________________________________________________

Table 20: Eigenvalues and explained variance from principal components analysis, only for
melodies that do not end on the tonic, Experiment 1C.
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Component

Eigenvalue

% Explained
Variance

Cumulative %
Explained
Variance

1

2.342

78.608

78.608

2

0.450

15.493

93.561

69

3
0.193
6.439
100.000
______________________________________________________________________________

Level-1 HLM Results: Tonic Endings
As with the previous two studies (Experiments 1A and 1B), the data were analyzed two
different ways: in an individual manner and an integrated manner. The data were first analyzed
in an individual manner, using each of the melodic regularities separately as predictors for the
dependent measure of aesthetic ratings in a series of level-1 HLM models, as above. Data from
trials with tonic endings are analyzed first, followed by data from trials with non-tonic endings.
The results of the level-1 analyses for melodic phrases that ended on the tonic showed
that Rule 1 had significant negative level-1 linear effect (b = -.068, SE = .023, t = -2.910, p =
.05) in the individual analyses (see Table 21) and in the integrated analyses (b = -.068, SE =
.024, t = -2.780, p = .04) (see Table 22). The negative sign of the coefficient indicates that people
seem to rate tonic-ending phrases lower if they have more smaller intervals than larger intervals.
No other variables showed any statistically reliable effects or significant remaining variability in
any of the individual level-1 analyses.

Table 21. Individual Level-1 models predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that end on the tonic.
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Coefficient

SE

t
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χ2

Level-1 Explained Variance

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.068

.023

-2.910**

.03

62.5***

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

-.006

.013

-0.493

.00

22.7

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.016

.010

1.616

.01

37.6

Rule 3 (Contour)

.013

.028

0.484

.00

35.6

Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity rule, df =
29 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to
the main question of interest. *** p < .001, ** p < .01.

Table 22. Integrated Level-1 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-1 Explained Variance

χ2

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.068

.024

-2.780**

64.8***

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

.006

.013

0.463

21.3

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.014

.010

1.423

36.2

Rule 3 (Contour)

.020

.028

0.742

35.0

Level-1

.04

Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity rule, df =
29 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to
the main question of interest. *** p < .001, ** p < .01.

Level-1 HLM Results: Non-Tonic Endings
The results of the level-1 analyses for melodic phrases that did not end on the tonic were
consistent across analyses. Specifically, Rule 2 showed a significant positive level-1 effect (b =
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.021, SE = .010, t = 2.489, p = .01) in the individual analysis (see Table 23) and in the integrated
analysis (b = .020, SE = .010, t = 2.449, p = .04) (see Table 24). The positive sign of the
coefficient for Rule 2 can be interpreted to suggest that if people are exposed to only melodic
phrases that do not end on the tonic, people seem to rate phrases higher if the smaller intervals
tend to descend and larger intervals tend to ascend. No other variables showed any significant
effects.

Table 23. Individual Level-1 models predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that do not end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

χ2

Level-1 Explained Variance

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.010

.013

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

-.016

0.018

.021

0.010

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

-0.796

.00

23.6

-0.876

.00

40.9

2.489*

.02

34.3

Rule 3 (Contour)
.016
0.030
0.541
.00
39.8(*)
______________________________________________________________________________
Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity, df = 29
for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to the
main question of interest. * p < .05, (*) p < .10.
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Table 24. Integrated Level-1 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that do not end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

χ2

Level-1 Explained Variance

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)

-.003

.014

-0.213

25.5

Rule 1 (Quadratic)

-.014

.010

-0.791

35.9

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)

.020

.010

2.449*

34.8

Rule 3 (Contour)

.009

.031

0.299

36.5

Level-1
.02
______________________________________________________________________________
Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity rule, df =
29 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to
the main question of interest. * p < .01.

Level-2 HLM Results: Tonic Endings
As in Experiment 1B, level-2 HLM analyses were also conducted, for tonic and non-tonic
endings separately. Results showed that Rule 1 had a marginally positive level-1 effect (b = .069,
SE = .040, t = 1.722, p = .09) in the individual analyses (see Table 25) and integrated analysis ((b
= .072, SE = .042, t = 1.718, p = .08) (see Table 26). The positive sign of the coefficient means
that if people are exposed to only melodic phrases that end on the tonic, people that rate melodic
phrases higher overall seem to rate phrases even higher if they have more smaller intervals than
larger intervals. No other variables showed any statistically significant effects in these level-2
analyses.
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Table 25. Individual Level-2 models predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

χ2

Level-2 Explained Variance

t

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)
Level-2 Effects

.064
.069

.021
.040

-3.050**
1.722(*)

.02

25.7(*)

Rule 1 (Quadratic)
Level-2 Effects

.006
-.006

.123
.013

0.046
-0.493

.00

22.7

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)
Level-2 Effects

.015
.012

.010
.023

1.558
-0.939

.00

36.7

Rule 3 (Contour)
Level-2 Effects

.014
.019

.020
.022

.01

35.4

0.514
0.867

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity rule, df =
28 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to
the main question of interest, ** p < .01, (*) p < .10.

Table 26. Integrated Level-2 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only for
melodies that end on the tonic.

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-2 Explained Variance

χ2

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)
Level-2 Effects

-.064
.072

.021
.042

-2.920**
1.718(*)

.01

55.7***

Rule 1 (Quadratic)
Level-2 Effects

.005
-.016

.012
.014

0.405
-1.145

.01

22.7

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)
Level-2 Effects

.013
-.008

.010
.011

1.369
-0.712

.00

35.8

Rule 3 (Contour)
Level-2 Effects

.021
.010

.028
.018

0.748
0.535

.00

34.9

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity rule, df =
28 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to
the main question of interest. *** p < .001, ** p < .01, (*) p < .10.
Level-2 HLM Results: Non-Tonic Endings
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For non-tonic endings, Rule 1 showed a negative level-2 quadratic effect (b = -.057, SE =
.024, t = -2.375, p = .04) in the individual analyses (see Table 27) and in the integrated analysis ((b =
-.051, SE = .024, t = -2.072, p = .04) (see Table 28). The negative sign of the coefficient suggests
that if people are exposed to only melodic phrases that do not end on the tonic, people that rate
melodic phrases higher overall seem to rate phrases higher if they have only moderately more
smaller intervals than larger intervals. No other variables showed significant effects in these level-2
analyses.
Table 27. Individual Level-2 models predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity,
only for melodies that do not end on the tonic.
Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-2 Explained Variance

χ2

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)
Level-2 Effects

-.010
.007

.013
.021

-0.799
-0.367

.00

23.8

Rule 1 (Quadratic)
Level-2 Effects

-.016
-.057

.017
.024

-0.927
-2.357*

.02

34.6

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)
Level-2 Effects

.027
.021

.010
.014

2.490*
1.426

.00

35.5

Rule 3 (Contour)
Level-2 Effects

.016
.058

.030
.041

0.541
1.413

.00

37.7(*)

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity rule, df =
28 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to
the main question of interest, * p < .05, (*) p < .10.
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Table 28. Integrated Level-2 model predicting aesthetic ratings from each melodic regularity, only
for melodies that do not end on the tonic.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Model

Coefficient

SE

t

Level-2 Explained Variance

χ2

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rule 1 (Linear)
Level-2 Effects

-.003
.009

.016
.021

-0.195
0.434

.00

Rule 1 (Quadratic)
Level-2 Effects

-.014
-.051

.018
.024

-0.780
-2.072*

.02

31.1

Rule 2 (Asymmetry)
Level-2 Effects

.026
.021

.011
.015

2.364*
1.405

.00

32.8

Rule 3 (Contour)
Level-2 Effects

.009
.042

.032
.044

0.286
0.961

.00

35.8

25.7

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. Each rule entry represents a separate level-1 model. For each melodic regularity rule, df =
28 for each t statistic. Intercept terms for each model are not reported, as these are incidental to
the main question of interest, * p < .05.

Experiment 1C: Discussion
Experiment 1C was an attempt to replicate the basic analyses from Experiment 1B, using a
fresh set of data, where aesthetic liking ratings were obtained in an experimental paradigm that kept
tonic and non-tonic endings separated by presentation block. In Experiment 1C, for tonic endings,
the level-1 analyses showed a negative linear effect of Rule 1 (more small intervals than large
intervals); for non-tonic endings, the level-1 analyses showed a positive effect of Rule 2 (ascending
leaps and descending steps). Thus, depending on whether a melody ends on the tonic or on a nontonic note, the level-1 effects of which melodic regularities seem most closely associated with
aesthetic liking appear to vary. The level-2 effects were likewise varied. For tonic endings, the
level-2 analysis showed a marginally positive linear level-2 effect of Rule 1 (more small intervals
than large intervals); for non-tonic endings, results showed a negative quadratic level-2 effect of
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Rule 1. The implications of these results will be discussed further in the General Discussion in the
last chapter of this dissertation. However, it can be said briefly that controlling for phrases that have
tonic endings seems to affect the results, therefore it seems that these four regularities do seem to
interact in some way to affect people’s aesthetic ratings of melodic phrases. When tonic endings are
controlled in separate blocks, people seem to rate the melodic phrases differently than when they are
not controlled.

Interim Discussion of Experiments 1B and 1C
The results of Experiment 1B do not closely match up with the results of Experiment 1C. To
recap, Experiment 1B showed negative quadratic level-1 effects of Rule 1 for tonic endings, and
positive level-1 effects of Rule 3 for non-tonic endings. In contrast, Experiment 1C showed negative
linear level-1 effects of Rule 1 for tonic endings and positive level-1 effects of Rule 2 for non-tonic
endings. Experiment 1B showed significant positive level-2 quadratic effects of Rule 1 and positive
effects of Rule 3 for tonic endings, and positive linear level-2 effects of Rule 1 for non-tonic
endings. In contrast, Experiment 1C showed marginally positive level-2 linear effects of Rule 1 for
tonic endings, and negative quadratic level-2 effects for Rule 1 for non-tonic endings. In sum,
despite a good faith effort to devise suitable stimuli and to present them in highly controlled
conditions, none of the effects found in Experiment 1B replicate in Experiment 1C. Rather, a new
pattern of significant results arise.
The reason for this discrepancy is unclear. The biggest difference between Experiments 1B
and 1C is the mode of presentation of the stimuli: tonic and non-tonic endings were interleaved
within trials for the data analyzed in Experiment 1B, while tonic and non-tonic endings were
separated into different blocks in Experiment 1C. If forced to choose which method would in
principle yield more trustworthy results, I would have to choose the between-block presentation in
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Experiment 1C. However, without further experimentation, it is difficult to know what to make of
the present findings. At the very least, they suggest that capturing the effects of observed melodic
regularities is extremely difficult, and that even seemingly trivial aspects of presentation may
materially impact the results.
Future work should, however, pay attention to the clear impact of a tonic versus a non-tonic
ending in aesthetic liking. Simply put, being exposed to only phrases that end on the tonic may
influence people to perceive melodic phrases a certain way, and being exposed to only phrases that
do not end on the tonic may influence people to perceive what they are hearing another way. The
substantial differences in analogous sets of results for tonic versus non-tonic endings in Experiments
1B and 1C suggest that this is an important methodological point for future work.

Experiment 1D: Exploring Aesthetic Response Differences Among Four Non-Tonic Endings
Experiments 1A through 1C examined the impact on aesthetic liking of four melodic
regularities (identified as Rules 1 through 4, above). Of these, the only one that produced a
consistent effect is whether or not a melody ended on the tonic (Rule 4). All else being equal, a tonic
ending appears to be strongly associated with greater aesthetic liking.
What else can be said about the tonic versus non-tonic distinction? Does this distinction
operate in a categorical way, such that any non-tonic ending is equally unacceptable? Or are there
gradations among non-tonic endings? For instance, are notes like the median or dominant, which are
part of the sam root chord as the tonic note, more acceptable as final notes of a melody, compared to
notes like the supertonic or sub-mediant, which are not part of the tonic chord?
In Experiment 1D, I explored the issue of tonic versus non-tonic endings using four different
diatonic non-tonic endings to determine if other final diatonic tones besides the tonic (C) would have
a predictable influence on people’s aesthetic ratings of melodic phrases. The four non-tonic endings
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I used the mediant (E), sub-mediant (A), dominant (G), and supertonic (D). These could also
potentially be perceived as four of the seven musical modes found in the diatonic system, the
mediant (E) could be perceived as the Phrygian mode, the sub-mediant (A) could be perceived as the
Aeolian mode, the dominant (G) could be perceived as the mixolydian mode, and the super tonic (D)
could be perceives as the Dorian mode. These modes are very common in Western music, and are
considered to have their own mood and harmonic character. For this reason, these diatonic notes
were selected as non-tonic endings due to their wide use and relative perceptual normalcy compared
to, say, more chromatic possibilities, such as an ending on a tritone (e.g., F-sharp in the key of C).

Experiment 1D: Method
Participants
A total of 19 undergraduate psychology students were recruited for this experiment from
the undergraduate subject pool at Brooklyn College.
Procedure
In this study, participants were exposed to varying gradations of various non-tonic endings to
try to determine the extent to which people are sensitive to various strengths of the four regularities
(rather than just in a binary way, whereby a rule is either followed or not). The format of this
experiment was similar to Experiment 1A and 1C, as they were all performed on Livecode using the
same experimental interface. In this case, the ‘playlist’ of melodic phrases was altered, such that the
phrases to which participants were exposed and asked to rate were all phrases that did not end on the
tonic. Instead, here, several non-tonic endings were used. Specifically, the non-tonic endings
examined here included the supertonic (D), median (E), dominant (G), and sub-mediant (A) in the
key of C.
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Experiment 1D: Results
Correlations Among Dependent Measures and Principal Components Analysis
As above, after the data were collected, it was discovered that the three dependent measures
of well-formedness, interestingness, and preference and were all highly correlated. The resulting
correlations are: interestingness and preference (r = .527, p < .001), interestingness and wellformedness (r = .483, p < .001), and preference and well-formedness (r = .831, p < .001) (see Table
29). Since these measures were all highly correlated, they should not be analyzed as separate
independent measures, since doing so runs the risk of substantial alpha inflation and making a Type I
statistical error. Thus, in order to reduce and simplify the data as well as avoid the issue of alpha
inflation, a principal components analysis was done using SPSS. The results of this un-rotated factor
analysis showed only one component with all three of these dependent measures loading
significantly onto that component, with that single factor accounting for 84.738% of the variance in
the measures (See Table 30). Unrotated factor scores for each participant’s response to each melody
served as the dependent variable in all HLM analyses at level-1, and average factor scores for each
participant were computed, and these average scores were used as a dependent measure for level-2
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Table 29: Correlations among the three dependent measures, Experiment 1D.
A.
A. Well-formed

B.
.483***

B. Interesting

C
.831***
.527***

C. Preference

_________________________________________
Note, df = 740 for each analysis. *** p < .001.

Table 30: Eigenvalues and explained variance from principal components analysis, Experiment 1D.

Component

Eigenvalue

% Explained
Variance

Cumulative %
Explained
Variance

1

2.24

84.738

84.738

2

0.591

19.700

94.439

3
0.167
5.561
100.000
______________________________________________________________________________

Comparison of Non-Tonic Endings
To test whether different non-tonic ending notes have an effect on people’s ratings, using unrotated factor scores averaged within each subject for each non-tonic ending as the dependent
variable, a within-subjects ANOVA was performed. A Huynh-Feldt analysis indicated no significant
effect among the various non-tonic endings, F (2.86, 50.83) = 1.532, p = .217, partial eta-squared =
.078. This finding means that the final note of a melodic phrase seems to be largely a binary effect:
tonic endings are preferred to non-tonic endings by listeners, but beyond that there is no
distinguishing among endings on the supertonic (M = -0.085, SD = 0.65), mediant (M = -0.053, SD =
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0.65), dominant (M = 0.019, SD = 0.75), or submediant (M = 0.109, SD = 0.74), in terms of their
aesthetic effects (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Mean factor scores for the four non-tonic endings, Experiment 1D.

Experiment 1D: Discussion

Experiment 1D was directed toward exploring the effects of other non-tonic endings on
aesthetic liking. The results indicate that the ending of melodic phrasing is a rather binary
expectation, where no other diatonic tones other than the tonic seem to show any significant
effect regarding people’s aesthetic ratings of melodic phrases. Here all the chosen final notes
were all highly consonant diatonic tones, the supertonic, the median, the dominant, and the
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submediant – in the key of C Major, these notes are D, E, G, and A respectively. Since all these
notes are in the key of C major, these could technically be perceived as the various modes in C
major, and might not be very different in their overall tonal perception from each other, the tonic,
on the other hand, creates such a powerful sense of finality that this tonal gravity pulling one’s
ear to that pitch clearly overrides any other consonant final note. From a modal perspective,
terminating on D would be considered Dorian mode, terminating on E would be Phrygian mode,
terminating on G would be Mixolydian, and terminating on A would be Aeolian. In a sense, the
powerful characteristic of a phrase resolving that a tonic ending seems to have are not shared by
any of the other modes, even the relative minor mode (Aeolian). There are clear reasons why this
occurs in the field of music theory, which has to do with the succession of whole and half steps
though the diatonic scales and modes, and the placement in the order of this succession of the
leading tones. In the Key of C, the leading tones are F and B, and these tones are thought to
essentially ‘point’ to the tonic and the dominant, and are thought to help guide the listener’s ear
towards the tonic resolution. The implications of this study will be discussed in greater detail in
the General Discussion at the end of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3
EMPIRICAL EXPERIMENTATION OF EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT
REPRESENTATIONS OF THESE FOUR STATISTICAL
REGULARITIES IN MELODIC PHRASES

Introduction and Overview of Experiments 2A and 2B.
In this chapter, I will test which of the four melodic regularities (Rules 1 to 4) can be
articulated explicitly by participants. In Experiment 2A, no explicit instruction was given to
participants regarding the four proposed melodic regularities; they were simply exposed to a number
of melodic phrases that adhered to all four rules, and were then asked what characteristics, if any,
they noticed that are common to all the phrases they heard. In Experiment 2B, explicit instructions
were given to participants regarding the four melodic regularities. The four regularities were
explained to participants using the opening phrase of Twinke, Twinkle Little Star, and were then
asked to judge whether a melodic phrase violated that rule or not.
Reber (1969) used a similar technique of giving subjects some explicit instruction in his early
experiments on implicit learning. In his studies, he generated a bank of pseudo words using
particular rules, which he called an artificial grammar. After undergoing a training phase that
exposed subjects to a number of his pseudo words that adhered to the grammar, they were then asked
to rate their preferences for pseudo words, some of which adhered to the grammar and some of
which violated it. Some subjects were not trained on the grammar before they were asked to rate the
pseudo words. Reber found that people who were exposed to the grammar in the learning session
preferred pseudo words that adhered to the grammar than words that violated the grammar, the
subjects that were not trained on the grammar showed no predictable pattern. In another version of
his experiment, Reber explicitly asked people to try to figure out what the rules are that governed the
creation of the pseudo words, which people were unable to do. Although slightly different, this type
of technique is applied here. In Experiment 2A, participants were exposed to a number of melodies
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that adhered to all four melodic rules and were asked what common features the melodic phrases all
shared. In Experiment 2B, participants were given explicit instruction on the four rules, and were
then asked to identify if a certain rule is violated in a particular melodic phrase. It is thought that if
particular rules influence people’s aesthetic ratings, but people are not able to explicitly articulate the
rule with either explicit instruction or not, then that might provide insight as to the nature of the
mental representation people use while listening and remembering a melodic phrase – for instance,
the degree to which the rule might be characterized as implicit versus explicit.
The nature of mental representations has been mostly studied using visual stimuli, and there
are competing theories about how people actually mentally represent visual images. One theory is
that visual memories are based upon perception; in other words, they are a type of perceptual imprint
to which one can refer when one remembers the image (Kosslyn, Thompson, & Ganis,2006). This
would be a more bottom up theory of visual mental representation. Another theory, more of a top
down theory, is that visual mental images are not based on visual perceptions per se, but are mental
constructions built with information about the image (Pylyshyn, 2003)- the visual mental memory is
a construction of what someone thinks the image would look like if the original image could be
accessed. Along these lines, but using auditory stimuli instead of visual stimuli, I will investigate
what types of information one has explicit access to in terms of an auditory pattern that was just
experienced. Due to the critical impact that visual memories play in our lives, much research has
been done to try to better understand the cognitive processes used in visual memories. Audition also
plays a powerful role in our daily lives, and as with visual mental representations, it is equally
important to better understand the cognitive processes that are recruited with various types of
auditory mental representations.
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Experiment 2A: Exploring explicit awareness of the four rules without explicit instruction

Experiment 2A: Method
Participants
A total of 31 undergraduate psychology students were recruited for this experiment from
the undergraduate subject pool at Brooklyn College.
Procedure
In Experiment 2, I tried to determine which of these regularities can be explicitly identified
by people. Here, 31 participants were exposed to a bank of 24 phrases that all adhered to every rule.
Before being exposed to the playlist they were told that they were about to hear a number of melodic
phrases, and these phrases had a number of similarities. They were told that the phrases were all
played on the piano, they were all 16 notes long, they were all the same tempo and all the notes were
the same rhythm. After the playlist concluded, they were reminded of the common characteristics
that they were instructed on prior to hearing the phrases, and they were given a sheet of paper with
those common characteristics listed on the top of the page, and were asked to write down any other
characteristics that they noticed that all the phrases shared. They were given approximately five
minutes to complete this task. After that, participants were given another sheet of paper exactly the
same as the first, which also had the common characteristics previously explained on the top, and
were re-exposed to the phrases. This time it was explained that they could write down commonalities
while listening to the playlist. So in essence, participants were given a second chance to notice
common characteristics while the phrases were actually playing. All responses were open-ended and
were written in each of the participant’s own words.
I hypothesize that this method will help to determine which of the regularities that do offer
predictive power are easily identifiable by people without explicit instruction, and which ones are
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not. The rationale here is that if a regularity or combination of regularities influences people’s
ratings of well-formedness, interestingness, and their preference, and they are unable to explicitly
identify the regularity or regularities, then these are the ones that might be operating on an
unconscious, implicit, or non-conscious level.
This approach is of interest because the four regularities are often described in a monolithic
way, without necessarily considering ways in which they might be different – in terms of aesthetic
potency, nature of representation, and evolutionary versus cultural pedigree, for instance. Besides the
regression-based approach to understanding the possible differential predictive power of each
regularity as in Experiments 1A, 1B, and 1C, here Experiment 2A serves as a complementary
approach to assess additional possible differences, at the level of explicit knowledge about the
regularities. The responses were coded for the four rules. If a participant’s responses included a
statement that seemed to be describing one of the four rules, then that was taken as explicit
awareness of that common feature in the phrases they heard. If a participant’s responses included a
true statement, but was not one of the four regularities, then that was also noted.

Experiment 2A: Results
The results of Experiment 2A showed that on their first trial, 51.6 % of participants were able
to identify the common feature that the phrases all ended on the tonic (Rule 4), and 48.1 % of
participants were able to observe that all the melodic phrases they heard all seemed to have higher
notes in the middle (Rule 3). Also, beyond the four melodic regularities of interest here, on their first
trial, 29 % of participants offered true statements other than the four melodic regularities; for
instance, some participants mentioned things like the phrases were all in the same key, or that the
phrases were all in one octave. One highly unexpected result was observed in participant #2, who
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accurately responded that more notes were conjunct as opposed to disjunct, which is a description of
Rule 1, were conjunct is the musical term for a step and disjunct is the term for a leap (see Table 31).

Table 31. Experiment 2A, first trial results from open ended responses without explicit instruction.

Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
TOTAL

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
*
0
0
*
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0

14

Rule 4
0
*
*
0
*
*
0
0
*
0
*
*
0
*
*
*
*
0
*
0
0
*
*
*
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
16

Other True Statements
0
All in same key
0
0
0
All in one octave
0
All phrases have similar notes
All have same notes but in different order
0
0
0
Last note was held
All in same key
All notes belonged to the same key
0
Each phrase was in the same key
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
They would all be the same frontwards and backwards

0
0
9
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Note. In each cell, an asterisk represents correct identification of a rule by a participant, while a zero
represents a participant not articulating that rule.

On their second trial, the results showed that only 6 % of participants who did not previously
mention it on their first trial were able to identify the common feature that the phrases all ended on
the tonic (Rule 4), and 22.5 % of participants were able to observe that all the melodic phrases they
heard all seemed to have higher notes in the middle (Rule 3). Also, beyond the four melodic
regularities of interest here, on their second trial, 9.5 % of participants offered true statements other
than the four melodic regularities; for instance, some participants mentioned things like the last note
is longer, or that the same note is never played twice in a row (see Table 32).
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Table 32. Experiment 2A, second trial results from open ended responses without explicit instruction
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
TOTAL

Rule 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Rule 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Rule 3
0
0
0
*
*
0
0
*
0
*
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
7

Rule 4
0
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
2

Other True Statements
0
0
0
0
0
All in same mode or Key
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Same note is never played twice in a row
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
The last note is longer
0
0
0
3

Note. In each cell, an asterisk represents correct new identification of a rule by a participant, while a
zero represents a participant not articulating that rule.
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Finally, in combination, the results showed that 58 % of participants were able to identify the
common feature that the phrases all ended on the tonic (Rule 4) on one of the two trials, and 67.7 %
of participants were able to observe that all the melodic phrases they heard all seemed to have higher
notes in the middle (Rule 3) on at least one of the two trials. Also, beyond the four melodic
regularities of interest here, on their first trial, 32.7 % of participants offered true statements other
than the four melodic regularities of interest here (see Table 33).

Table 33. Experiment 2A, combined trial results from open ended responses without explicit
instruction.

First Trial

Rule 1

Rule 2

Rule 3

Rule 4

Other

1

0

14

16

9

Total Counts

0

0

7

2

3

Combined Total Counts

1

0

21

18

12

3.20%

0

67.70%

58%

38.70%

Total Counts
Second Trial

Combined Total Percentages

Experiment 2A: Discussion
The results of Experiment 2A yielded some notable findings about how easily identifiable the
various melodic rules are, in an open-ended response format. It seems rather clear that whether a
phrase ends on the tonic or not is salient to participants, as well as whether a phrase has an archshaped contour. I hypothesized that if any of the four rules being studied here were conscious to
participants, it would have been the tonic endings (Rule 4) and arch shaped contour (Rule 3). Here,
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Rule 4 was correctly identified by 58% of participants, and Rule 3 by 67% of participants. From
these results, the types of explicit information that is used in mental representations of melodic
stimuli is at least two of the four rules being studied here. Whether a phrase has an arch shaped
contour and whether it ends on the tonic seems to be available to people, as far as this recognition
task. Other types of information, for instance Rules 1 and 2, whether there are more smaller intervals
than larger intervals and whether smaller intervals descend and larger intervals ascend seems to be
unavailable to people, at least in this type of task. However, in Experiments 1A and 1C, Rules 1 and
2 did show some influence on people’s aesthetic ratings, so these could well be operating on an
implicit level, since people were generally not able to articulate those features in Experiment 2A.
Although not conclusive, it can be inferred that there is both implicit and explicit awareness of
certain of these four rules, and they seem to interact in ways depending on whether participants are
exposed to melodic phrases that only end on the tonic, or are exposed to both melodic phrases that
do and do not end on the tonic.

Experiment 2B: Exploring explicit awareness of the four rules with explicit instruction.

Experiment 2B: Method
Participants
A total of 24 undergraduate psychology students were recruited for this experiment from
the undergraduate subject pool at Brooklyn College.
Procedure
In Experiment 2B, I tried to another approach to attempt to determine which of these
regularities can be explicitly identified by people. Here, as in Experiment 2B, participants were first
given information on all of the melodic regularities using the example of Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star. Then they were exposed to a bank of 24 phrases (six phrases for each of the four rules), one at
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a time, that had various combinations of rule adherences. First, participants were given six trials to
test their ability to determine if rule four was being violated, then six trials for rule two, then six
trials for rule three, then six trials for rule one. Before being exposed to each phrase, they were asked
to try to notice if the phrase adhered to a particular rule. After each phrase, they were asked one of
the following questions:

1) Is the rule adhered to that there are more small intervals than large intervals?
2) Is the rule adhered to that large intervals ascend and small intervals descend?
3) Is the rule adhered to that the melody has an arch-shaped contour?
4) Is the rule adhered to that the melody ends on a tonic resolution?

The rules were presented and tested only one at a time, so as to lighten the load on working
memory and make the task more manageable, which also probably increases sensitivity to
identifying the rules. The rationale here is that if a regularity or combination of regularities
influences people’s ratings of well-formedness, preference or interestingness, and they are unable to
explicitly identify the regularity or regularities, even after instructions are given regarding the nature
of the regularities in question, then it might be interpreted that they might be operating on an
unconscious or non-conscious level. Experiment 2B serves as a complementary approach to
Experiment 2A, to assess additional possible differences, at the level of explicit knowledge about the
regularities.

Experiment 2B: Results
To test whether people can articulate adherence to a rule, a repeated-measures ANOVA was
performed, using as the dependent variable the percent correct identification of each rule for each
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participant. The results indicated a significant effect, F (3,19) = 10.426, p <.001. This means that
people seem to be accurately identify the violation or adherence to certain rules, but not others. As
expected, participants were most accurate at identifying the adherence or violation to the tonic rule
(Rule 4), showing a M (SD) accuracy of .70 (.46). However, oddly, participants were notably less
accurate at identifying the adherence or violation to Rule 1, which is the prevalence of smaller
intervals over larger intervals, showing a M (SD) accuracy of only .54 (.50). Rules 2 and 3 were still
less accurate, M (SD) accuracy = .48 (.50) and .37 (.48), respectively (see Figure 10). Because of the
significant result in the ANOVA, multiple comparisons were done using a series of unpaired t tests,
correcting the alpha value using a Bonferroni correction, thus reducing the alpha value for each of
the six t tests from .05 to .008 (see Table 34). Using this correction to reduce the likelihood of
making a Type I error, three comparisons were significant at an alpha level of .008. Rule 1 and Rule
3 showed a significant difference between their means, t (119) = 3.96, p < .001. Also, Rule 2 and
Rule 4 showed a significant difference between their means, t (119) = -3.57, p < .001. Rule 3 and
Rule 4 also showed a significant difference between their means, t (119) = -5.59, p < .001.
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Table 34. Results of t tests for multiple comparisons between the four rules.

t

df

p

Feld
Rule 1 and 2

1.71

119

0.090

Rule 1 and 3

3.96

119

<0.001

Rule 1 and 4

-1.53

119

0.128

Rule 2 and 3

1.76

119

0.800

Rule 2 and 4

-3.57

119

<0.001

Rule 3 and 4

-5.60

119

<0.001

Figure 5. Experiment 2B, percentages of correct responses in identifying each rule.
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Experiment 2B: Discussion
The results here showed that people are clearly able to judge whether a phrase ends on the
tonic or not (Rule 4) when given explicit instruction regarding the rules. More surprisingly,
participants are also able to judge whether a phrase has more smaller intervals than larger intervals
(Rule 1). The ability to accurately judge whether a phrase ends on the tonic was predicted, and
expected, as this was already seen in Experiment 2A to be one of the most accessible features of a
melody to people’s conscious awareness. It was, however, surprising that people were not very
accurate in their ability to determine if a phrase had an arch-shaped contour (Rule 3). This result
reinforces findings from Experiment 1A, in which, without explicit instruction, participants were
able to observe that all the phrases they heard had the same final note. Along with the results from
Experiment 1A, which showed a tonic ending was the most potent level-1 predictor of aesthetic
liking, these results collectively suggest that whether or not a phrase ends on the tonic strongly
influences people’s aesthetic judgments, as well as their mental representations of what they just
heard. It seems like a tonic ending is highly influential, and people are aware that the phrase sounds
resolved, and they can conscious represent this quality and articulate it verbally. More will be said
about these results and how they combine with the other studies in this dissertation in the General
Discussion at the end of this paper.

Interim Discussion of Experiments 2A and 2B
The results of Experiments 2A and 2B collectively yielded some additional insights about the
representations of melodic regularities. Rule 4, a tonic ending, showed the clearest effects: it can
readily be explicitly identified by most listeners even in an open-ended response task, and adherence
to or violations of that rule can likewise be more easily distinguished than any other rule. In tandem
with its strong level-1 effects in Experiment 1 on aesthetic liking, Rule 4 seems the most different
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compared to the others. Rule 3 (an arch-shaped contour) was also readily identified in an open-ended
response task, but, strangely, was the hardest to identify violations of. Rule 2 was the most elusive; it
was almost never identified in an open-ended response task and violations of it were also not readily
detected. Rule 1 was sort of like the inverse of Rule 3: it was not readily identified in an open-ended
response task, but violations of it were detected in Experiment 2B. This pattern of results, with each
rule having a distinctive profile across Experiments 2A and 2B, suggest some interesting differences
among the rules, in contrast to the largely inconsistent patterns of results across the various studies in
Experiment 1.
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CHAPTER 4
AN EMPIRICAL STUDY TO OBSERVE THE MALLEABIILTY
OF PEOPLE’S PREFERENCES REGARDING STATISTICAL
REGULARITIES IN MELODIC PHRASES

Introduction and Overview of Experiment 3.
This next experiment seeks to observe whether exposure to different types of melodic
stimuli can affect the way people perceive those stimuli. The effects of mere exposure have been
studied a number of various ways, including pseudo words (i.e., Reber, 1969), geometric figures
(Zajonc, 1968), and nonsense symbols (Zajonc, 1968). In this line of research, the typical finding
is that people tended to prefer items to which they were previously exposed over ones to which
they were not previously exposed. In the case of Reber (1969), although he never used the term
exposure effect, and was not exposing people to the exact same stimuli numerous times, just
stimuli that were similar to the ones to which they were exposed (i.e., grammatically similar), is
a type of effect of exposure to his artificial grammar.
Until recently, it was sometimes thought that the effects of mere exposure worked in a
monolithic way, where regardless of the aesthetic likability of a stimuli, being exposed to
something tends to increase liking for that stimuli (Cutting, 2003). Along those lines, Cutting
(2003) suggested that being exposed to the paintings in the western canon over the course of our
lives helps to maintain the canon. That people like paintings considered canonical merely due to
them being culturally dominant and more likely to be viewed than more esoteric non canonical
paintings. Meskin, Phelen, Moore, and Kieran (2013) argued against that position, showing that
liking increases through exposure, but only for aesthetically pleasing paintings and not for ‘bad’
paintings. For their experiment, Meskin et al. used masterworks by the 19th century painter John
Everett Millais as their aesthetically pleasing artworks, and kitschy 20th-century paintings by
Thomas Kinkade for their aesthetically displeasing artworks.
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These competing theories about how the effects of exposure influence aesthetic
perceptions show two possibilities, according to Cutting (2003), the repertoire of western
paintings exists because people are exposed to those artworks, and they are continued to be liked
simply due to their being seen more often, not their aesthetic likeability. Meskin et al. (2013)
refuted a strong version of that theory, and showed that in order for an artwork to be influenced
by exposure in a positive way, it must first actually be an aesthetically pleasing artwork. In other
words, exposure doesn’t make people like paintings more, unless they are actually good or
pleasing in the first place. Exposure to bad art causes people to like it even less. Along these
lines, I tried to replicate the finding reported by Meskin et al., however instead of using visual
stimuli (i.e., paintings), I used auditory stimuli (i.e., melodic phrases). Here, following Meskin et
al., I predicted that melodic phrases that were not liked would show decreased liking after
exposure. The melodies used here were the melodic phrases without tonic endings from
Experiment 1A. Since the melodies that did not end on the tonic were the least liked, only
melodic phrases that did not end on the tonic were used in this experiment.
It is predicted that melodic phrases that do not end on the tonic would show decreased
liking after repeated exposure when compared to melodic phrases that do not end on the tonic but
to which participants were not exposed. If the melodic phrases that were least liked do not show
decreased liking after repeated exposure, then it could be that people’s aesthetic perceptions of
paintings and melodic phrases might not be influenced by exposure in the same way.

Experiment 3: Method
Participants
A total of 26 undergraduate psychology students were recruited for this experiment from
the undergraduate subject pool at Brooklyn College.
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Procedure
In a final experiment, I attempted to change people's preferences between two blocks of trials
consisting of the same stimuli. In other words, will repeated exposure of the same unpreferred
stimuli make them even more unpreferred? Or will the effect go counter to that found by Meskin et
al. (2013)? For this experiment, 15 non-tonic ending phrases were taken from experiments 1A and
1C. First participants were exposed to a playlist of 50 iterations of these phrases. Since there was a
total of 15 melodies, during the exposure phase, five were played eight times, five were played
twice, and five were not played during the exposure phase. Then participants were tested on each of
these 15 phrases.
Experiment 3: Results
Manipulation check
To test whether the melodic phrases chosen for this experiment were rated differently than in
experiment 1A, a manipulation check was done after categorizing the phrases for this experiment
into one of three conditions (no exposure, two exposures, or eight exposures). To this end, a withinsubjects ANOVA was done on rating data for each melody from Experiment 1A. The results
indicated that there were no significant effect in aesthetic liking among the groups, F (2,14) = 0.541,
p = .583, showing that there is no a priori difference in the previously judged aesthetic liking among
the three groups of melodic phrases assigned to the three exposure conditions in Experiment 3.

Correlations Among Dependent Measures and Principal Components Analysis
As with the previous experiments discussed in this dissertation, after the data were collected,
it was discovered that the three dependent measures of well-formedness, interestingness, and
preference and were all highly correlated. The resulting correlations are: interestingness and
preference (r = .691, p < .001), interestingness and well-formedness (r = .808, p < .001), and
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preference and well-formedness (r = .739, p < .001) (see Table 35). Since these measures were all
highly correlated, they should not be analyzed as separate independent measures, since doing so runs
the risk of substantial alpha inflation and making a Type I statistical error. Thus, in order to reduce
and simplify the data as well as avoid the issue of alpha inflation, a principal components analysis
was done using SPSS. The results of this un-rotated factor analysis showed only one component with
all three of these dependent measures loading significantly onto that component, with that single
factor accounting for 83.099% of the variance in the measures (see Table 36). For further analysis,
unrotated factor scores were generated and used, and average factor scores were generated for each
participant for each of the three conditions of the independent variable, no exposure, exposed twice,
or exposed eight times. Therefore, each participant contributed three data points, one for the phrases
to which they were not exposed, one for the phrases to which they were exposed twice, and one for
the phrases to which they were exposed eight times.

Table 35: Correlations among the three dependent measures, Experiment 3.
A.
A. Well-formed

B.
.808***

B. Interesting

C
.739***
.691***

C. Preference

_________________________________________
Note. df = 390 for each analysis. *** p < .001
Table 36: Eigenvalues and explained variances from principal components analysis, Experiment 3.
Cumulative %
Explained
Variance

Component

Eigenvalue

% Explained
Variance

1

2.490

83.099

83.099

2

0.322

10.723

93.822

3

0.185

6.178

100.000
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______________________________________________________________________________

Comparison of Means Across Conditions
First, a within-subjects ANOVA was performed, using average aesthetic liking scores
within each participant within each condition as the dependent variable. The results indicated
that there is no significant effect between the three exposure groups (no previous exposure, two
exposures, eight exposures), F (2, 25) = 1.387, p = .259. This means that regardless if someone is
exposed to a phrase zero previous times (M = 0.069, SD = 0.83), twice (M = 0.008, SD = 0.81),
or eight times (M = -.078, SD = 0.77), there is no difference in the aesthetic liking ratings (see
Figure 6).

Figure 6. Means of the three exposure conditions, Experiment 3.

Since the analysis of variance showed no significant difference between the three
exposure conditions, suggesting that exposure had no effect on people’s ratings, a result opposite
of the initial prediction for this study that there would be decreased liking of melodic phrases to
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which people were exposed compared to melodic phrases to which they were not exposed. Along
these lines, a non-parametric sign test was performed as a supplement. Strangely, the sign test
showed a reliable effect (see Table 37). This means that although the differences between the
exposure groups was not statistically significant, the direction of people’s ratings showed that
they did rate the phrases they were exposed to eight times lower than the others, namely those to
which they were not exposed at all.

Table 37. Results of the sign test comparing different levels of exposure, Experiment 3.

Median of
Differences

p value

Zero vs. Two

0

.839

Zero vs. Eight

0

.043

Two vs Eight

0

.424

Exposure

Experiment 3: Discussion
In this study, the result of Meskin et al. (2013) showing that bad paintings were liked less
after repeated exposure, was not replicated with melodic phrases. Following Meskin et al.’s result, I
hypothesized that melodic phrases that were rated as the least liked, in this case melodic phrases that
do not end on the tonic from Experiment 1A, would elicit even lower ratings after subjects were
exposed to them a number of times prior to rating them. This could mean that paintings and melodic
phrases are not susceptible to the same types of manipulations. The exposure effect is not a
monolithic phenomenon, as was shown in Meskin et al.’s study where good art was liked more after
exposure but bad art was liked less after exposure. In other words, Meskin et al. showed that,
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regarding paintings, exposure makes people like aesthetically pleasing art more, but aesthetically
displeasing art less. This current study shows that different forms of aesthetic products, namely
paintings and melodic phrases, might be affected differently by exposure. In terms of the aesthetic
significance or likability of a stimuli like a melodic phrase or a painting, again, the effect of
exposure might not operate in a monolithic way across different aesthetic domains. Or, since an
effect was found in the direction of people’s ratings, they did decrease but not enough for full
statistical significance, different aesthetic mediums might be similarly affected by exposure relating
to un preferred or un liked stimuli, but the degree to which they are affected might differ in
magnitude. More will be said about this in the General Discussion at the end of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Recapitulation of Research Goals
This dissertation sought to examine the nature of four melodic regularities that have been
found in music throughout the world. Recall that these four regularities are: 1) an increased
prevalence of small intervals over larger intervals, 2) a tendency for large intervals to ascend and
small intervals to descend, 3) a tendency for the overall contour of melodies to ascend then descend,
and 4) a tendency for melodies to end on the tonic note. These regularities are of considerable
psychological interest because they reflect structure and constraints on aesthetic cognition. This is
particularly true because at least some of the rules appear to be quite arbitrary – for instance, Rule
2’s ascending/descending asymmetry. Why does this regularity exist, rather its opposite, or no
asymmetry? One could easily imagine a world in which these alternatives were the case, but that is
not the world we inhabit. The nature of such regularities, how they are mentally represented, how
they emerged (via evolution or culture) represent significant mysteries for the study of psychological
aesthetics and creativity, with broad implications for nature/nurture and nature/culture debates.
Because in previous research these regularities have mainly been examined piecemeal, in this
dissertation I attempted to put all of them together. My goal was to determine which ones were better
predictors of aesthetic liking, which ones were identifiable or accessible to consciousness, and
whether melodies that violated these regularities could become more likable through more frequent
exposure. This toughly tripartite series of questions corresponds to the three main experiments of
this dissertation project.
All of the methods and results in this dissertation, it is hoped, could provide a framework
with which the difficult question of the nature of mental representations of auditory non-semantic
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information can be empirically studied. Auditory stimuli are an excellent way to study not only
music perception and other questions surrounding the psychology of music, but also can help study
aspects of human cognition altogether. It was the aim of these studies to help shed some light on the
nature of the mental representations listeners use while engaged in music listening, and also help to
understand the nature of melodic statistical regularities and how they influence people’s perception
of melodic material.
The main findings from each of the three experiments is now discussed, followed by some
more general discussion, limitations, and possible future directions for this line of inquiry.

Discussion of Research Findings: Experiment 1
Experiment 1 mainly focused on understanding which regularities were most strongly
predictive of aesthetic liking. Initially, in Experiment 1A, in the level-1 HLM analysis, having a
tonic ending (Rule 4) showed much the strongest predictive power. Phrases that ended with tonic
endings showed a positive relation to aesthetic liking in both the separated and integrated HLM
analyses. This suggests that people generally rate phrases with tonic endings higher than the
three other melodic regularities being observed in these studies. Of all the results in this
dissertation, the supreme importance of a tonic ending for general aesthetic liking of melodies
was probably the clearest finding. (Indeed, the null results for aesthetic liking of various nontonic endings in Experiment 1D reinforces the sense of a categorical distinction between tonic
and non-tonic endings.) Building on this basic result of the importance of a tonic ending, the
level-2 analysis in Experiment 1A showed a negative relationship between tonic endings and
aesthetic ratings in both the separated and integrated analysis, suggesting some nuance on the
overall importance of a tonic ending – specifically, individuals with higher average factor scores
(that is, those who provided higher aesthetic liking ratings overall) tended to rate phrases that end
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on the tonic lower. This might suggest that such listeners are taking more factors into account in
their ratings, rather than just the sense of finality evident with a tonic ending. But it is far
beyond the scope of this dissertation to decide on the possible reasons for this interaction among
individuals’ overall rating predispositions and their ratings for melodic phrases that end on the
tonic.
Additionally, in Experiment 1A, in the level-2 analysis, there was a negative relation
between a melody’s contour (Rule 3) and aesthetic ratings in both the separated and integrated
analyses, meaning that people with higher average factor scores rated melodic phrases with an
arch-shaped contour lower.
However, whether a phrase has a tonic ending and an arch-shaped contour didn’t seem
like the only variables influencing people's ratings. Also, Rule 1, having more smaller intervals
than larger intervals, showed a positive linear and negative quadratic relationship, but in different
contexts: a positive linear effect in the individual analysis and negative quadratic effect in the
integrated analysis, meaning participants with higher average factors scores elicit higher ratings
for Rule 1 in an individual analysis, but in the integrated analysis, higher average scores elicit
lower ratings for melodies that have moderately more steps than leaps and higher ratings for
phrases with an excessively low or high amount of more smaller intervals than larger intervals.
Rule 1 also showed a negative quadratic trend in the level-2 analysis without controlling for
tonic endings in Experiment 1A. This suggests that when people are getting a mixture of phrases
with tonic and non-tonic endings, more generous raters rate melodies with a moderate amount of
more steps than leaps higher than if they have much more or much less steps than leaps.
When tonic endings were controlled, as was done in Experiment 1C, again Rule 1
showed a negative linear relation in the level-1 analysis almost across the board when hearing
only phrases with tonic endings, but this was not evident for non-tonic endings. This linear trend
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was seen in both Experiment 1B when whether a phrase had a tonic ending was statically
controlled, and in Experiment 1C when whether a phrase has a tonic ending was experimentally
controlled. This suggests that phrases that had more steps than leaps were generally rated lower,
and this influence seems much more robust when people are only exposed to phrases that either
do or do not end on the tonic, not when they are exposed to melodic phrases that both do and do
not end on the tonic, all mixed together.
This might seem like a lot of information to juggle. In one sense, when people hear
phrases when tonic endings and non-tonic endings are mixed together, as with Experiment 1A,
the tonic ending seems to have the most potent effect on people's ratings both generally and
individually. People rate phrases that have tonic endings higher, unless they tended to rate all
phrases with higher ratings, those people seem to rate phrases with tonic endings lower. When
tonic endings are being controlled, as was done in Experiments 1B and 1C, the other rules seem
to rise to influence people’s ratings, depending on what types of experimental and statistical
controls are being used. It’s a bit of a complicated picture, but to really boil it down, whether a
phrase ended on the tonic seemed to be the most potent of the four rules, whether a phrase has an
arch-shaped contour and whether there were more smaller intervals than larger intervals also
seemed to have effects, when people were exposed to both tonic and non-tonic endings all
together, as in the level-2 analysis of Experiment 1A. When the effect of Rule 4 was removed by
having participants listen either only to tonic or non-tonic endings (as in Experiment 1C), then
contour didn’t seem to have much of an effect, when only exposed to one or the other, then Rule
1 seemed to have the strongest effect.
It will not be possible to get to the bottom of some of these effects without further
experimentation. Additionally, there were no a priori hypotheses regarding the individual
differences observed with the more exploratory level-2 analyses. The main concern in these
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studies was to observe how the four rules influence people’s ratings, and how they inform
people’s mental representations of melodic information. The level-1 results show the overall
potency of the rules without considering nuances in the predictive power of the various rule due
to individual differences. As far as the level-2 results that describe individual differences, a sort
of interaction occurs between people’s rating predispositions and how they rate melodic phrases
according to the which of the four rules are being violated and which are not. It might be that the
individual differences observed here are influenced by characteristic of peoples' music listening
preferences, or musical experience, or something totally non-music related, such as personality.
As mentioned earlier, Experiments 1B and 1C are conceptually similar, except for the fact
that in Experiment 1C, participants were exposed to two separate blocks of melodic phrases, phrases
that ended on the tonic and phrases that did not, while in Experiment 1B, they heard all the melodic
phrases mixed up in one block. It is unknown why the results of Experiment 1B were not replicated
in Experiment 1C. The differences are in the phrases that do end on the tonic, where Rule 1 showed
an influence in both Experiments 1B and 1C, showing a quadratic effect in Experiment 1B and a
linear effect in Experiment 1C. Further, when only hearing melodic phrases that do not end on the
tonic, in Experiment 1B, Rule 3 showed an influence on people’s aesthetic ratings, and in
Experiment 1C, Rule 2 showed an influence when only rating phrases that did not end on the tonic.
Again, there is no specific reason why these differences should exist. However, it seems logical to
assume that Experiment 1C would show a clearer picture of the true state of affairs because
experimental participants were exposed to two discrete blocks of phrases, phrases that either did or
did not end on the tonic, whereas in Experiment 1B (i.e., Experiment 1A), they heard a mixture of
tonic and non-tonic endings. This difference, being exposed to both melodic phrases that do and do
not end on the tonic at the same time, or in separate blocks, seems the most logical reason for the
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differences between the results of Experiments 1B and 1C. So in this case, the types of melodic
phrases one is hearing seems to influence the way they aesthetically perceive melodic information.
This is an interesting result, because it would explain why people might gain an ‘acquired
taste’ for music they might not have liked at first. For instance, a composer like Schoenberg, whose
music does not use traditional western harmonic forms, might at first seem harsh and strange, but
after a few minutes it may start to seem more normal. Or for that matter, it might seem normal to
modern listeners due to all the music to which one is exposed through media and movies.
Undoubtedly, movie scores can deviate from tonal norms and sounds harsh and strange. So, again,
the music to which one is exposed, either recently or over the course of one’s lifetime, seems like it
would obviously influence the way one perceives music, just as whether one is being exposed to
only melodic phrases that either do or do not end on the tonic, would influence the way people rate
those particular melodic phrases, as can be seen in the different results of Experiments 1B and 1C.
Following up on such issues is part of the future research agenda.

Discussion of Research Findings: Experiment 2
The psychological implications of these studies for the mental representations underlying
these melodic regularities are also complex. Musical stimuli clearly warrant complex cognitive
processing. In these short melodic phrases, the demand on working memory is thought to be
quite low, since the phrases are only 8 seconds long. Experiments 1A, 1B, and 1C gave insight
into the patterns of how people perceive each of these four rules, and how these rules influence
aesthetic ratings and perceptions of melodic phrases. Experiments 2A and 2B were more directed
at trying to better understand people’s mental representations of these four regularities and how
people represent melodic information in general, and what types of information is explicitly
accessible to people. In Experiment 2A, the types of information people were able to articulate
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verbally about these melodic phrases seemed to suggest that some of these melodic regularities
are much more salient than others: specifically, a tonic ending (58%) and an arch-shaped contour
(67%) seem to be the aspects of these phrases that is the most consciously available, and able to
be explicitly verbalized. These results certainly inform on the nature the mental representations
people use while remembering melodic information they have just heard.
Similarly, when people are given explicit instructions about the rules, as was done in
Experiment 2B, and asked to listen to a phrase and judge if a particular regularity is violated or
not, then the tonic showed the most accuracy with 70% of participants able to accurately identify
whether a phrase ended on the tonic or not. However, when people were given explicit
instructions about the four rules, as was done in Experiment 2B, they were only able to
accurately judge whether a phrase had an arch shaped contour 36% of the time. A surprising
result, however, was that there was a 60% accuracy in judging melodic phrases for Rule 1,
whether there were more smaller intervals than larger intervals. Since this was a forced choice
binary task, one would expect 50% accuracy. Rule 2 was 48%, so there was no considerable
departure from the expected 50% accuracy.
In all, it seems that Rules 3 and 4, whether a phrase has an arch-shaped contour and
whether it has a tonic ending seem to be the most predictive of people’s aesthetic ratings when
hearing a mixed bag of phrases with and without tonic endings, as was shown in Experiment 1A,
and they also seem to be the two rules that people can articulate without explicit instruction as
was shown in Experiment 2A, and that with explicit instruction can be judged accurately
regarding adherence and violation, as was shown in Experiment 2B.
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Discussion of Research Findings: Experiment 3
In the final study of this dissertation (Experiment 3), I explored whether melodies with
violations of the melodic regularities could become better liked through mere exposure. I used as
a model a study of paintings by Meskin et al. (2013), where they showed that exposure to
likeable art makes people like it more, but exposure to unlikable art makes people like it less.
Here, I exposed people to phrases that did not end on the tonic, since they were the least liked,
and then asked them to rate melodic phrases, some of which they were exposed and some of
which they were not exposed. No significant differences were found between the three exposure
groups, but there was a minor trend for the melodies to which people were exposed more often to
be rated lower, but not by a very significant amount.

Origins of Melodic Regularities
Being that these melodic regularities are so pervasive (Vos and Troost, 1989; Huron, 2006’
Meredith & Kozbelt, 2014), and have been found in music world wide, the question emerges: what
gave rise do these melodic regularities? Are they an artifact of cultural predispositions? Are they a
product of biological evolution? Justus and Hustler (2005) suggest that any science of the human
mind would be incomplete without incorporating an explanation of how a powerful human universal
such as music was acquired and is maintained. Music acquisition, Purves (2017) suggests, might
have occurred though language. He believes this because, as he has shown, the intervallic
regularities in music are extremely close to those of spoken language. According to Purves,
psychological explanations are inadequate for a model of music acquisition and tonal preferences.
He claims that in order to explain why we like the types of melodic patterns that we like, biological
explanations must be used. Attempts to pinpoint the origins (i.e., culture or biological) of human
musical preferences might help to answer important questions about not only music, but of human
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cognition altogether. In recent decades, there has been a growing trend to explain the origins of
music from an evolutionary perspective, using the mechanisms of Darwinian evolution (Darwin,
1859, 1871) to provide a narrative of how human beings could have arrived at the complexity seen in
much of the world’s music, both modern and historical.
There are, however, critics of this evolutionary approach. For instance, Steven Pinker (1997)
explains the acquisition of music via complex sets of adaptations and selection pressures in other
higher order cognitive domains, such as language. He describes music as ‘auditory cheesecake,’ that
is, a byproduct of other adaptations that just happens to tickle many of humanity’s pleasure buttons.
There is, of course, pushback against Pinker’s claim; some researchers (e.g,, Carroll, 1998) are not in
support Pinker’s idea that human beings could have essentially thrived, and could have cognitively
developed much as we are today, without music. Since in his view, music only exists to satisfy other
‘modules’ of our highly complex cognitive system.
In essence, according to Pinker, music is not an end, it is a means to an end. Through this
evolutionary lens, one then asks regarding the melodic regularities being researched here, are these
melodic regularities innate or learned? Are they hardwired into our brains, or the product of a
cultural trend? Some researchers (e.g., Chomsky, 1975; Fodor, 1983) suggest that our brains have
cognitive modules that are hardwired for specific types of information. As Chomsky suggested,
humans are not born wired with a language ability, but they are wired for language acquisition. In
this sense, it could also be theoretically possible that humans are wired similarly for music
acquisition. Indeed, whether music is acquired and maintained through biological or cultural
influences is the subject of lively debate (see Justus & Hustler, 2005). Justus and Hustler suggest that
some researchers, rooted in evolutionary theory, might prefer to think of music as the product of
some type of evolution. In doing so, it might be thought that music might gain more legitimacy as a
cognitive domain worth scientifically studying. That is, if it can be seen as a discrete domain that has
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developed over many millennia, through a series of complex biological adaptations, as suggested by
some researchers who take this position (e.g., Levitin, 2000; Lewis, 2002; Peretz & Zatorre, 2003).
Other researchers, Justus and Hustler explained, being trained in domains that might observe the
world through a more cultural lens, might prefer to think of music as a product of a type of cultural
evolution, not biological evolution, being maintained by cultural trends, cultural biases, and cultural
predispositions.
These big questions are far beyond the scope of this dissertation, and it seems likely that
these questions might never be answered due to the massive chronological span and antiquity of
human civilization. The experiments discussed in this dissertation are not designed to answer these
questions. This limitation is expected, as mentioned, due to the inability to directly observe the
evolutionary process as it pertains to music. Indeed, one would need a time machine to definitively
answer the issues surrounding the origin of these melodic regularities and why they exist in the first
place. Regardless of this limitation, these experiments provide a decent contribution to the
organization of these melodic patterns regarding how they influence people’s aesthetic ratings and
how they influence the nature of some of the mental representations people might use while engaged
in music listening. In sum, regardless of how these melodic regularities arrived, they are here, and
they seem to play a role in the way people perceive melodic information.

Limitations of Current Research
It should also be noted, that the results of these studies did show some inconsistencies, both
with previous research, as with the Vos and Troost (1989) finding that people preferred melodic
phrases that have more smaller intervals than larger intervals and that smaller intervals tend to
descend and larger intervals tend to ascend. There were also some internal inconsistencies; for
instance, the results from Experiments 1B and 1C showed some important differences. These two
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experiments aimed at controlling the major influence that tonic endings seem to have on people’s
aesthetic ratings. But the pattern of discrepant results across these first few studies suggests the need
for attempts at careful replication and distinguishing among different presentation contexts to even
establish what the true empirical findings of the relative aesthetic potency of the four melodic
regularities are.
Another inconsistency was seen in Experiment 3, which attempted to replicate the finding of
Meskin et al. (2013) that repeated exposure to initially disliked aesthetic stimuli would diminish
aesthetic liking, but did not. These issues by no means diminish the overall picture that the results of
these studies seem to show: primarily that a tonic ending for a melody has a powerful influence on
people’s perceptions, and when that influence is controlled, other patterns seem to rise to the
occasion of influencing people’s perceptions, namely a melodic phrase’s contour and the ratios of
larger and smaller intervals, though in different combinations depending on other factors.
Other limitations of these studies involve musical factors like dynamics, timbre, harmony,
and tempo. In these dissertation experiments, all the melodic phrases used were played using a piano
sound and at the same tempo. These variables were deliberately controlled to focus the study only on
melodic factors, but it conceivable that they have their own aesthetic effects, and future research
should explore these as well, independently and in tandem with further research on melodies
themselves. Regularities in such factors (like major versus minor harmonic chords, rhythmic phrase
patterns, etc.) represent a potentially fruitful direction for research.
An additional limitation was that the experimental subjects were all psychology majors,
which is a known issue in the field of psychological research (see, e.g., Foot & Sanford, 2004). It is
not always clear how seriously participants might take such a task, or if the stimuli, while wellcontrolled in certain respects, were too stripped down and homogeneous to evoke much in the way
of specifically aesthetic cognition. In this sense, liking ratings such as those provided by participants
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in Experiment 1, may not adequately reflect the full potential impact of music. Along similar lines,
the role of aesthetic emotions in music due to the violation or fulfillment of melodic regularities was
here largely sidestepped. Exploring emotion-related issues in music due to the violation or
fulfillment of melodic regularities, is another possible future direction.

Future Directions
The line of research explored in this dissertation could be expanded and continued in a
variety of different ways, as hinted at in the preceding section. For instance, in the future, one
could imagine analyzing rhythmic components to music the same way melodic components were
analyzed here. Then one could combine melodic regularities with rhythmic regularities to
determine how these two features of music might be dependent upon one another, or more or less
salient to experimental subjects. One could also imagine easily using the same experimental
paradigm used here to measure people’s descriptions of the feelings or moods that might be
invoked by these various combinations of melodic regularities. That is, instead of eliciting
aesthetic ratings, emotion or mood responses could be elicited. This would also really help to
inform researchers as to the nature of the mental representations people use while listening to
music and the feelings that are associated with certain types of short melodic phrases, based upon
their melodic qualities and characteristics, as was done here. There are many directions one
could go, using melodic phrases to better understand how the human mind processes musical
information and the types of mental representations people use while listening to music.
Another line of research that would help tease apart the ways that these melodic
regularities influence people’s perceptions and the mental representations they have of melodic
material would be to compare experts and non-experts, which these current experiments did not
do. Empirical research of expertise has gained a lot of ground over the recent few decades, and
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whether experts in particular fields have increased cognitive faculties in their domain of
expertise, for instance working memory and pattern recognition (e.g., Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995).
Would musical expertise impact the way people react to these melodic regularities? Would
musical experts show the same patterns of aesthetic preferences as the samples of non-experts
showed in these studies? These future lines of study could really help identify some of the
cognitive processes used in auditory mental representations and also whether individual
differences can be seen between differing levels of musical experience and or expertise.
It is hoped that the basic experimental methods presented here would inform such
questions in future research.
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Appendix A
Index of melodic phrases used in the Experiments
(Numbers in the code demonstrate rule adherence)
code
1234a
1234b
1234c
1234d
0a
0b
0c
0d
1a
1b
1c
1d
123a
123b
123c
123d
12a
12b
12c
12d
124a
124b
124c
124d
134a
134b
134c
134d
13a
13b
13c
13d
14a
14b
14c
14d
2a
2b
2c
2d
23a
23b
23c

>=3
0.12
0.37
0.31
0.31
0.68
0.68
0.66
0.68
0.25
0.37
0.31
0.37
0.12
0.37
0.31
0.31
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.31
0.31
0.25
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.37
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.25
0.31
0.25
0.37
0.37
0.25
0.37
0.63
0.60
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.61
0.75

slope 1
0.96
0.82
0.97
0.75
0.54
0.96
0.73
0.47
0.44
0.55
0.79
0.45
0.96
0.82
0.54
1.23
0.58
0.79
0.80
1.30
0.77
1.90
0.98
1.05
1.11
1.14
1.47
1.80
1.80
1.35
0.97
1.32
0.86
0.41
0.72
0.71
1.04
0.88
0.58
1.45
1.17
1.21
0.86

slope 2
-1.14
-1.11
-0.79
-0.71
-0.64
-0.40
-1.10
-0.57
-1.10
-1.01
-0.73
-1.46
-1.14
-1.11
-0.76
-0.53
-0.80
-1.20
-1.08
-1.00
-0.85
-1.05
-0.86
-0.85
-1.00
-1.16
-1.03
-1.57
-1.57
-1.19
-1.57
-1.35
-0.41
-0.65
-0.61
-1.21
-0.63
-0.80
-0.78
-0.59
-1.03
-1.07
-0.50

>=3desc
0
0.33
0.4
0.4
0.40
0.44
0.55
0.54
0.45
0.45
0.40
0.33
0
0.33
0.40
0.20
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.40
0.40
0.30
0.40
0.40
0.60
0.50
0.60
0.40
0.40
0.50
0.40
0.50
0.66
0.33
0.25
0.50
0.28
0.37
0.40
0.30
0.40
0.37
0.33

<3desc
0.61
0.66
0.6
0.6
0
0
0.5
0.5
0.54
0.33
0.20
0.33
0.61
0.66
0.60
0.60
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.60
0.70
0.64
0.80
0.80
0.50
0.11
0.10
0.30
0.30
0.36
0.40
0.18
0
0.55
0.45
0.55
0.75
0.71
0.60
0.80
0.60
0.85
1
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23d
24a
24b
24c
24d
234a
234b
234c
234d
3a
3b
3c
3d
34a
34b
34c
34d
4a
4b
4c
4d

0.66
0.75
0.66
0.66
0.62
0.62
0.60
0.62
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.66
0.62
0.62
0.60
0.66
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.60
0.75

0.86
0.72
0.97
1.15
0.55
1.17
1.21
0.90
1.46
1.64
1.60
1.83
1.14
1.52
1.04
1.42
1.23
1.36
0.55
0.47
0.97

-0.97
-0.48
-0.57
-0.66
-0.66
-1.03
-1.07
-1.01
-1.05
-1.39
-1.32
-0.95
-1.60
-1.35
-1.67
-1.39
-0.90
-1.04
-0.44
-0.60
-1.29

0.33
0.41
0.44
0.44
0.40
0.40
0.37
0.40
0.28
0.57
0.42
0.44
0.50
0.50
0.62
0.44
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.62
0.58

0.66
0.66
0.83
0.66
0.60
0.60
0.85
0.60
0.62
0.25
0.50
0.33
0.60
0.40
0.14
0.33
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.42
0
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Appendix B
Index of unconverted number sets used to create melodic phrases
(Numbers in the code demonstrate rule adherence)

RULE 1 2 3 4
1234a
1234b
1234c
1234d

0
2
0
4

0
0
7
7

2
5
5
5

5
4
4
4

7 5 7 5 11 9 7 9 7 5 4 0
7 7 5 7 11 9 5 4 7 2 4 0
2 4 9 11 12 11 12 11 4 2 5 0
4 7 9 9 5 12 11 11 12 11 4 0

Adhere to NO RULE (0000)
0a
0b
0c
0d

0 2 12 0 12 0 9 5 5 12 0 7 12 12 0 2
2 5 0 9 11 7 4 11 11 2 12 12 5 12 12 4
2 9 7 0 4 2 11 11 12 9 4 9 11 7 5 2
4 0 0 11 9 7 7 2 11 2 11 0 11 2 11 2

Adhere to RULE 1
1a
1b
1c
1d

4 2 4 2 0 12 5 4 5 4 12 12 0 0 2 0
2 7 5 4 12 5 5 9 11 9 9 11 5 7 7 2
0 7 7 5 7 11 12 4 5 7 11 9 9 9 0 2
2 9 11 9 12 5 7 11 11 9 9 11 9 0 0 4

Adhere to RULE 1 2 3
123a
123b
123c
123d

0
2
2
2

0
0
5
7

2
5
4
5

5
4
0
7

7 5 7 5 11 9 7 9 7 5 4 2
7 7 5 7 11 9 5 4 7 2 4 2
0 9 7 5 11 7 5 4 4 5 4 4
7 12 11 11 11 9 7 5 5 5 4 9

Adhere to RULE 1 2
12a
12b
12c
12d

7 5 4 4 12 11 9 7 12 12 11 0 7 11 11 2
5 11 4 4 2 9 12 12 12 11 9 7 5 11 4 2
4 2 7 5 9 7 5 11 11 4 2 11 9 0 0 2
4 5 4 11 9 11 12 12 5 12 7 9 5 4 2 2

Adhere to RULE 1 2 4
124a
124b
124c
124d

5
2
4
0

4 11 9 7 11 9 11 9 4 5 0 4 4 2 0
2 0 0 12 11 11 12 9 11 9 7 4 2 5 0
2 7 5 4 2 12 11 4 11 4 2 2 4 2 0
5 4 2 4 2 11 9 11 2 0 12 5 4 2 0

Adhere to RULE 1 3 4
134a
134b
134c
134d

5
0
2
0

0
2
4
0

9
5
5
9

7
7
4
2

5 12 9 11 9 9 0 0 2 4 2 0
7 9 9 7 11 12 4 5 0 7 7 0
5 11 11 12 12 7 7 7 4 7 7 0
9 11 11 12 12 11 9 0 0 0 4 0

Adhere to RULE 1 3
13a
13b
13c

0 0 9 2 9 11 11 12 12 11 9 0 0 0 4 2
0 2 2 0 2 2 9 11 12 11 7 5 2 5 4 4
4 4 9 11 0 12 11 11 9 12 11 9 9 0 2 2
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13d

5 0 4 12 11 9 11 11 11 11 11 11 2 4 4 4

Adhere to RULE 1 4
14a
14b
14c
14d

4 11 12 0 12 12 12 12 4 4 5 0 2 2 4 0
5 4 2 0 11 12 0 7 11 12 2 2 0 2 0 12
4 4 5 4 11 11 0 12 12 12 12 11 9 7 5 12
4 2 12 11 2 2 12 11 9 12 9 9 11 12 2 0

Adhere to RULE 2
2a
2b
2c
2d

4 2 0 5 4 11 9
2 2 9 7 5 11 9
5 5 0 4 7 11 2
0 4 7 5 9 12 12

7 12 5 7 11 4 5 4 7
7 12 9 5 4 7 0 2 9
9 7 12 11 5 11 5 4 5
9 7 11 9 7 4 7 0 9

Adhere to RULE 2 3
23a
23b
23c
23d

0 11 2 0 4 11 12 9 7 9 12 0 9 2 0 4
2 0 4 2 0 12 9 7 12 4 12 5 4 2 2 5
2 5 2 5 0 7 5 11 9 12 4 2 5 9 0 9
0 4 6 2 6 5 9 6 11 12 11 5 7 9 5 4

Adhere to RULE 2 4
24a
24b
24c
24d

5
0
0
0

2 0 4 0 9 4 9 12 11 2 7 7 0 4 12
7 11 9 5 12 11 9 11 5 4 7 5 11 7 0
0 12 0 0 5 11 9 7 4 12 11 9 2 9 0
2 2 9 2 7 0 7 11 5 4 9 7 5 9 0

Adhere to RULE 2 3 4
234a
234b
234c
234d

0 11 2 0 4 11 12 9 7 9 12 0 9 2 0 0
2 0 4 2 0 12 9 7 12 4 12 5 4 2 2 0
4 4 11 2 0 5 12 12 9 12 4 2 5 4 7 0
0 4 2 0 4 9 9 9 7 11 9 0 2 5 5 0

Adhere to RULE 3
3a
3b
3c
3d

0
0
0
4

0
0
5
0

7
4
0
5

5
5
5
9

5 12 12 9 4 12 12 9 2 0 0 2
4 12 7 11 12 12 11 9 5 0 7 5
7 11 12 12 5 11 9 4 2 5 2 2
7 4 9 12 11 12 11 7 2 4 0 4

Adhere to RULE 3 4
34a
34b
34c
34d

0
0
2
0

0
5
0
7

7 0 0 4 12 11 12 4 12 7 2 7 2 0
2 12 11 11 2 11 12 9 9 4 4 5 0 0
0 4 9 0 9 12 9 9 2 9 0 2 0 0
2 9 9 12 5 12 7 5 7 11 5 5 2 0

Adhere to RULE 4
4a
4b
4c
4d

0
0
5
4

2 0 12 7 12 2 12 12 4 9 0 0 11
4 12 4 12 7 5 7 7 5 5 11 7 12
4 0 2 12 5 7 5 4 5 9 4 7 2 4
0 7 2 4 0 9 12 12 7 11 11 2 9

2 0
4 0
0
5 0
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Appendix C
Index of musical notation for all 64 melodic phrases
(Numbers in the code demonstrate rule adherence)
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Appendix D
Presentation order of melodic phrases in Experiment 1A:
34c, 14b, 0c, 4c, 1c, 24a, 124a, 24b, 1d, 234a, 24c, 2c, 234b, 1234b, 0a, 123, 4b, 13d, 3b, 124c,
2b, 34d, 3c, 24d, 14a, 123d, 1234c, 134c, 3d, 134a, 123, 0d, 14d, 1a, 1234d, 23b, 124d, 34b,
134b, 0b, 234c, 1b, 13c, 23a, 4a, 2a, 12c, 134d, 2d, 1234a, 12 b, 23d, 23c, 3a, 12d, 234d, 12a,
124b, 14c, 4d, 13b, 13a, 123c, 34a
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Appendix E
Response sheet used for experiment 2A
Common characteristics:
All phrases played on piano
All phrases have 16 notes
All phrases at same tempo
All phrases have the same rhythm

Besides the common characteristics that I mentioned, please list any other common
characteristics that you noticed.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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